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MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Bank Group Research Program

The knowledge, ideas, and policy advice of the Bank complement the financial
resources that it deploys to promote economic development in its member countries. The
Bank's research program seeks to expand our knowledge and provide intellectual leadership to
the development process, strengthening the quality of the Bank's lending operations and policy
advice. The linkages between the Bank's research and operations are very important and are
addressed on an ongoing basis. But to be effective, Bank research must also reach beyond the
Bank to engage the broader development community and affect the global debate on
development issues. These external linkages comprise the theme of this report.

The external impacts and linkages of Bank research are examined in Part 1. A variety
of evidence is presented concerning the effect of Bank research on policy makers, analysts and
researchers, students, and the development community.

Part 2 of the report reviews the main trends and findings of Bank research over the past
two fiscal years. It reports on the overall size, composition, and coverage of research and
summarizes findings for the major thematic areas of the research program. This section also
presents the results of evaluations of the Bank journals, the Annual Bank Conference on
Development Economics, and completed research projects.

Future research themes and directions are outlined in Part 3. Although the broad
coverage of research will continue, several new focal points are emerging that are linked by a
common concern with institutional capacity and political economy.

I believe that a vital and effective research program is crucial to the future success of
the Bank. I look forward to your views on the performance of the research program and its
suggested future directions.
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Bank research-objectives and definition

The Bank's research program has four basic goals:

* To support all aspects of Bank operations, including the assessment of develop-
ment progress in member countries.

* To broaden understanding of the development process.
* To improve the Bank's capacity to give policy advice to its members.
* To assist in developing indigenous research capacity in member countries.

This Report's definition of research, like that used in recent years, encompasses
analytic work designed to produce results with wide applicability across countries or
sectors. Bank research, in contrast to academic research, is directed toward analyzing
recognized and emerging policy issues and improving the quality of policy advice.
Although motivated by policy problems, Bank research addresses longer-term
concerns rather than the immediate needs of a particular Bank lending operation or
of a particular country or sector report. Its definition does not, therefore, include the
economic and sector work and policy analysis carried out by Bank staff intended only
to support specific operations in particular countries. Economic and sector work and
policy studies take the product of research and adapt it to particular projects or
country settings, whereas Bank research contributes to the broader understanding of
development processes that underlies future lending operations and policy advice.
Both activities-research and economic and sector work-are critical to the design of
successful projects and effective policy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The value-added of the World Bank in many ways research reports among the 10 most widely distrib-
derives from its ideas, knowledge, and experience. uted Bank publications in the past two years. A
Thus the World Bank is a knowledge-based insti- recent readership survey indicates that the Bank's
tution as well as a development institution and a most widely distributed publications are also the
financial institution. The Bank's knowledge base most frequently read. Bank research is also dis-
comes indirectly from many sources, but it is the seminated through many non-Bank publications;
direct product of research, the one Bank activity Bank authors published nearly 300 articles in pro-
whose main objective is to expand knowledge fessional journals in each of the past two fiscal
about development. Because research and know- years. In a two-way transfer, Bank research also
ledge are crucial to the success of the Bank's mis- draws much expertise from the external research
sion, the performance, outcome, and likely future community. A third of Bank research projects in-
direction of research at the Bank are important volvelocalcounterpartresearchinstitutesandcon-
matters for review. This Report reviews these re- sultants.
search concerns for fiscal 1994 and 1995. Bank research influences policy in client coun-

The previous research report, covering fiscal tries through the Bank's policy papers, economic
1992 and 1993, summarized Bank efforts to in- and sector work, and summaries of best practice,
crease research capacity in developing countries as well as through research publications them-
throughregionalcapacitybuildingprograms,con- selves. Case studies of policy change in pension
ferences, collaborative research, and training-all reform, road maintenance in Africa, and emissions
of which continue. This Report attempts to assess reduction programs in several countries provide
the influence of the Bank's research program on strong evidence of the many linkages from re-
those outside the Bank, using quantitative perfor- search to policymakers, and these are just a few of
mance indicators and qualitative approaches, in- many possible examples. The linkages work in
cluding case studies. It also reviews changing pat- both directions. The Bank's research agenda res-
terns of research funding in the Bank, discusses ponds to new policy issues because researchers are
external evaluations of research programs and actively engaged in operational work; indeed, many
projects, highlights selected findings of research regional staff carry out research.
projects completed in the past two years, and More quantitative measures can also be used as
identifies likely future directions of Bank research. indicators of the impact of Bank research. Analyses

of the number of citations of Bank work in journal
External influence of Bank research articles show that Bank-authored journal articles
Assessing the impact of research is inherently dif- are cited from 10 to 50 percent more than the
ficult, but much can be learned froLI the effort. averageforeconomicsarticles.Articlesinthe World
Available evidence indicates that Bank research is Bank Economic Review and the World Bank Research
broad in its coverage of topics, influential among Observer are cited more than articles in any other
policymakers, well regarded by other researchers, development economics journal; they rank near
heavily used as teaching material in development the thirtieth percentile of all economics journals by
economics courses, and widely disseminated in a this measure. The citation rate of papers in the
variety of publications produced by the Bank and Proceedings of the World Bank Annual Conference on
others. Development Economics exceeds that of the Bank

Bank research publications are among the most journals.
widely distributed of Bank publications-with the Bank-authored studies, particularly Bankbooks,
World Development Report (WDR) continuing as the are well represented on reading lists in university
Bank's flagship publication and the first two policy courses in economic development. In a recent pub-
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lished collection of 25 (mostly graduate level) course Bank research covers a range of topics nearly as
reading lists, one-sixth of the entries were by Bank wide as Bank operations. Part II of this Report
authors. The Bank's Economic Development Insti- summarizes the results of many research projects.
tute draws heavily on Bank studies in its courses, In recent years economic management and pov-
workshops, and seminars-attended by more than erty and human resource issues have been the
6,600 people in fiscal 1995. Bank research also leading subjects of research, followed by private
receives press coverage, which extends its dis- sector development.
semination to the general development commu- Research programs and projects financed from
nity. The Financial Times and The Economist are theResearchSupportBudgetareperiodicallyevalu-
most likely among newspapers and magazines to ated by outside experts in a review process man-
carry a story on Bank research and to draw on Bank aged by the Research Advisory Staff. The Annual
statistics. Bank Conference on Development Economics, the

two Bank journals, and numerous research projects
Bank research during fiscal 1994 were evaluated in fiscal 1994 and 1995.
and 1995 The evaluators of the conference and its Proceed-
Over the two year period reviewed, resources ings volume judged that the conference makes a
devoted to research at the Bank have declined, serious contribution to the purposes of the Bank
both absolutely and as a share of Bank budgets. and found the Proceedings volume to be well writ-
From a peak of $36 million in fiscal 1992, Bank ten. They suggested more papers on policy and
research expenditures fell to $26 million in fiscal implementation, institutional economics, and po-
1995. As a share of the budgets of the regional and litical economy; stricter review of draft papers; and
central vice presidencies, research declined from presentation of differing views in a point-counter-
just over 5 percent in fiscal 1992 to under 3 percent point format.
in fiscal 1995. External funding for research has The journal evaluators praised changes made in
also declined, from $5.5 million in fiscal 1993 to response to a previous evaluation in 1991 and
$2.6 million in fiscal 1995. Accounting for publica- strongly supported the journals overall. They
tion delays, these declines in spending will soon be praised the increasing diversity of topics and the
reflected in output as well. The reduction in re- relevance of the World Bank Research Observer, but
sources is curtailing the breadth and depth of Bank several thought that the World Bank Economic Re-
research. Maintaining a critical mass of research view should better explain its published analyses
capability in some areas has required compensat- to make them more accessible to a wider range of
ing reductions in other areas, with health, infra- readers. Although somewhat improved, the writ-
structure, and rural development currently hav- ing style of the journals continued to be dull,
ing only modest research efforts. perhaps reflecting too much the style of Bank

The location and size distribution of research reports. The differentiation between the journals
projects in the Bank has changed, largely in re- was felt to be appropriate.
sponse to the creation of the thematic vice presi- The journal evaluations are being reviewed by
dencies in fiscal 1993. The share of research activity the journal editor and editorial boards with a view
carried out in the Development Economics Vice to improving the coverage and readability of the
Presidency increased in fiscal 1994 and then stabi- journals.
lized. For the regional vice presidencies, the share Completed research projects were reviewed in
of the centrally-funded Research Support Budget international economics, poverty and human re-
exceeded their share of overall research, in part sources, macroeconomics, transition, agriculture,
because they oversee several research capacity and the environment. Reviewers were impressed
building initiatives. Theshare of ResearchSupport by the research and its emphasis on empirical and
Budget funds going to smaller projects (less than policy-relevant topics. The success of dissemination
$100,000) has increased, probably because review was judged to be more mixed, with some projects
criteria increase with grant size and many staff and addressing a variety of different audiences with
managers are interested in research projects of appropriateproducts,butothers focusing mainly on
shorter duration. academic audiences. Some reviewers thought that
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the research reflected too narrow a range of view- tat preservation, and interactions among poverty,
points and had too great a sympathy for the "Wash- fertility, and household use of environmental re-
ington consensus" view of development. sources. A macrolevel study will explore links

The reviews of research projects are sent to among economic growth, environmental condi-
project supervisors. The Research Committee and tions, and poverty.
the Research Advisory Staff adopt recommenda- Reforming the state will focus on the role of the
tions that will improve proposal review and project government in supporting private sector develop-
oversight. ment, poverty reduction, and the regulation of

economic activity, sofety, and the environment.
New research themes and directions Research will analyze how the state can best fulfill
Bank research must help meet the development its responsibilities in countries with weak institu-
challenge of improving operational results on the tional capacity.
ground by strengthening the design, preparation, Managing global integration requires new ap-
and implementation of projects and policy reform. proaches to reap the benefits of trade, capital, and
Bank operations are increasingly involved in technology flows while reducing the accompany-
projects and programs that go well beyond the ing risks and volatility. Research will address the
usual confines of economics to include issues in management of private capital flows, trade reform
political economy and the behavior of institutions. and regional trading arrangements, and the two-
Decentralizing governmental responsibility to way linkages between developing and industrial
provinces or municipalities, encouraging private countries.
sector provision of services, reducing environ- Aid effect eness is a growing concern as aid
mental pollution and conserving fragile habitats, flows diminish. Empirical studies will analyze the
targeting programs to the poor; and fostering the impact of aid on hUdget allocations; links among
participation of stakeholders in project implemen- aid,savin-;.and investment; project performance;
tation all entail a shiftfrom narrow economic analy- -nd the I ;nks between beneficiary participation
sis. They point to the growing relevar -e of in'titu- and . J effectiveness.
tional economics and political economy to Bank Evaluation of project and policy implementation
projects and policies. It is important to devote will have a micro and a macro dimension. At the
research resources to developing new tools, iden- micro level the focus will be on the performance of
tifying the critical institutional capacities needed social sector projects during implementation; the
for success, and learning how to develop those hypotheses underlying project design will be tested.
capacities. At the macro level, the challenge is to determine

The following topics are likely to be the major why some policies work well in some countries but
focal points for research efforts, and many of them not in others; case studies will examine the politi-
embody the increased awareness of institutional cal economy of reform.
and political economy issues needed in our re- Institutional issues are moving to the forefront
search and analytic capacity: of many Bank operations, and it is fitting that they

Interactions of poverty, growth, and the environ- be given prominence in the Bank's research pro-
ment involve links and tradeoffs that need to be gram. Knowledge about these issues is scarce and
quantified. Microlevel analyses will focus on in- the analytics are still weak. Research in these areas
dustrial pollution and firm behavior, land use will thereforebe risky, but the payoffs appear tobe
conflicts between agriculture expansion and habi- very promising.





PART 1 BANK RESEARCH IN THE MARKETPLACE

OF IDEAS

In addition to being a development institution and a search fairs to reach outside audiences. Modest use
financial institution the World Bank is also a knowl- also has been made of video as a medium for dissemi-
edge-based institution. The Bank accompanies its nating Bank research. But it is too early to evaluate
financial assistance with advice based on its experi- these new approaches.
ence working in more than 140 countries and in The Bank's research dissemination efforts focus
virtually all sectors of national economies. And in on four main audiences. These include policymakers
many ways, the real value added of the Bank is based in developing countries, researchers and analysts
on its ideas, knowledge, and experience-increas- interested in economic development, students (espe-
ingly true in a world of expanding global markets cially those likely to become members of the first two

The Bank's knowledge base comes from many groups), and members of the "development commu-
sources. It is an important byproduct of operational nity"-including journalists and nongovernmental
experience and analytic work. But it is the direct organizations-who have a general interest in devel-
product of research, the one activity carried out at the opment or specific interest in a narrower develop-
Bank that has as its main objective the expansion of ment issue.
knowledge about development. Research contrib- The Bank's formal publications are a major dis-
utes to the solution of new development problems-- semination vehicle for research. Growth in the num-
such as those of transition economies and environ- ber of Bank publications stopped in 1985 and in the
mental sustainability-and long-term development past 10 years has ranged from 350 to 500 titles a year
challenges-such as increasing the productivity of (figure 1). About 70 percent of them are research
the poor. Yet it is a modest share of both the Bank's output: 55 percent are facsimile publications such as
analytic work (about 14 percent) and its total budget discussion papers and technical papers, 9 percent are
(less than 3 percent). books and symposia, 3 percent are statistical publica-

Within the Bank, research underpins policy stud- tions, and 3 percent are the Bank journals and the
ies and economic and sector work. But to realize its World Development Report. The remaining 30 percent
full potential Bank research must also have an exter- of publications do not deal with research.
nal -impact. How does Bank research fare in the
marketplace of ideas outside the Bank? This section Figure 1 The annual number of Bank
attempts to answer that question by applying a vari- publications grew briskly, then
ety of measures to assess the use of Bank research by stabilized
those outside the Bank. Although evaluating the 500
impact of research is difficult, it is possible to reach Cc

o
some judgments about the external effectiveness of 4 -
Bank research. The links of research tu Bank opera- 2
tions will be addressed in a future report in this series. 300

Reaching many audiences o

The Bank's research effort is aimed at many external 200
a

audiences and addresses those audiences through a E
2 100-

broad range of publications. Publications have been Z

the main instrument for disseminating Bank research, 0
and the evaluations reported here focus on them. 75 80 85 90 9570 7 0 8 0 9
New efforts are under way in electronic dissemina- Year
tion using computer networks, such as the Internet, Source: Data from the Office of the Pubisher.
and Bank research staff are experimenting with re-
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Table 1 Most widely distributed Bank respondents had read an average of 8.9 publications

publications in fiscal 1994 and 1995 and used the material mainly for research, writing
articles or books, and preparing classes or presenta-

Number tions. The use of Bank publications for research was

Title distributed not limited to academics or consultants: of those

responding, nearly four-fifths of government organi-
World Development Report 150,000 zations and more than three-fifths of commercial

World Bank Atlas 39,000 firms use Bank publications for analytic work.

The East Asian Miracle 25,000 From respondents' lists of the Bank publications

World Bank and the Environment 22,500 they had read in the past 18 months, the 10 most

Proceedings of the World Bank Annual frequently read publications were identified (based

Conference on Development Economics 18,000 on percentage of respondents reading them). This list
World Bank Economic Review 16,600 (table 2) corresponds well with those shown in table
World Bank Research Observer 16,400 1-six titles appear on both lists-suggesting that the
Global Economic Prospects 15,000 distribution of Bank publications is a good indicator
Adjustment in Africa 15,000 of their actual use by readers.
Disbursement Handbook 14,000 Over the past four years one-fifth of the Bank's

publications have been translations, predominantly
Source: Data compiled by the Office of the Publisher, in French and Spanish. The Bank's research output is

most likely to be translated into other languages
Distribution varies tremendously, from a few hun- when its distribution is large, or a large share of its

dred copies for some of the facsimile publications to target audience speaks another language. The World
more than 150,000 a year for the World Development Development Report is translated into more lan-
Report, the Bank's most widely distributed publica- guages-nine---than any other Bank publication.
tion. Of the 10 most widely distributed publications In addition to distribution in formal World Bank
during the past two fiscal years, eight are research or publications, a great deal of Bank research and ana-
statistical publications and include the first two policy lytic work is published by Bank staff and consultants
research reports (table 1). in professional journals. Over the past 15 years the

These distribution numbers are quite high for number of such articles has nearly tripled and is
research products, but they include both sales and approaching 300 a year (figure 2). Many of these
free distribution. For five of the eight research and articles make their first appearance in the Bank as
statistical publications, about one-third of the distri- informal working papers circulated for comment
bution is sales and two-thirds is free. For the journals
and Proceedings of the World Bank Annual Bank Confer- Table 2 The 10 most frequently read Bank
ence on Development Economics, six out of seven copies
are distributed free to subscribers in developing coun-
tries, who must verify their continuing interest in Share reading
receiving the journals every two years. Title (r(percen

Distribution makes publications available, but tells
little about their use, especially when th y are free. To World Development Report 67
investigate the use of publications, the Bank carried World Bank Economic Review 38
out a survey of readers in April 1995. The survey was World Bank Atlas 30
sent to more than 20,000 customers, reviewers, librar- World Tables 27
ies, bookstores, and recipients of complimentary cop- World Bank Research Observer 27
ies; over 3,400 completed questionnaires were re- Social Indicators of Development 27
turned, one-third from developing countries. Survey Global Economic Prospects 23
respondents were mainly from research and consult- The East Asian Miracle 23
ing firms (32 percent), universities (31 percent), fi- World Debt Tables 23
nancial firms (8 percent), and government agencies (6 Trends in Development Economics 22
percent). Two-fifths of respondents were research-
ers, a third were economists or managers, and a Source: New Directions in World Bank Publishing Survey,
quarter were teachers. Over the previous 18 months 1995.
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and Promote Growth showed that current systems of

Figure 2 The number of Bank-authored providing financial security to old people are ill-

journal articles has nearly tripled since equipped to cope with rapidly aging populations the
1981 world over. Over the next 35 years the proportion of

300 the world's population over 60 will nearly double,

from 9 to 16 percent. By 2030 nearly 80 percent of the
a 250 world's old people will live in today's developing

countries. Current systems of old age security are
Z200 unsustainable: either pensions will have to be cut or

contribution rates raised.
1 so . The report, which sets out a framework for reform,

has received wide attention from policymakers, ad-
A 100 - vocacy groups, and private sector pension manage-
E ment and investment advisory firms. This has con-

Z 50 tributed to an upsurge in pension reform efforts
among the Bank's client countries.

0 .I I I I I I The report's solution is to meet the three objectives

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 of old age security-saving, redistribution to the
Year poor, and insurance-with a mix of public and pri-

Source: Institute for Scientific Information. vate management, full funding, and pay-as-you-go
finance. This would involve a mandatory savings
program with attractive returns and a tax-financed,

before revision and final publication. For example, pay-as-you-go program to alleviate poverty among
nearly two-thirds of the Policy Research Working the elderly. These two programs would be supple-
Papers are submitted for formal publication. Forty- mented by voluntary savings. Progress along these
eight percent of Bank-authored journal articles deal lines is being made in a number of countries with
with economic topics, and the rest are widely distrib- assistance from the Bank (box 1). Conferences have
uted among social science and technical fields-with been held in many developing countries at the re-
the next five most prominent topics being social quest of governments, and in many OECD countries
policy (6 percent), agriculture (5 percent), political at the request of nongovernmental organizations,
science (5 percent), education (4 percent), and envi- employer groups, institutional investors, and labor
ronment (3 percent). Newsletters also are widely unions, as these groups try to educate themselves
used to disseminate research and best practice. One and others about what needs to be done to be done to
example, the World Bank Policy Research Bulletin, is avert the looming old age crisis.
distributed to 18,000 subscribers outside the Bank, In a very differentarea, the Bank has a long history
16,000 of them in developing countries, of carrying out research on highway maintenance

practices, with some of its early analysis leading to
Influencing policy the development of the Highway Design Model, a
A major goal of Bank research is to improve the base tool used by many highway departments to design
of knowledge that supports policymaking, but mea- and manage highway systems. Over the past several
suring the impact of Bank research on policymaking years, Bank research on road maintenance has fo-
and policymakers is very difficult. There are no data- cused on Africa, where road transport is the domi-
bases with information on research inputs to policy. nant form of transport but roads are poorly managed
Nevertheless,evidenceisavailablefromspecificcases and badly maintained. The poor state of African
showing that Bank research has policy impact. This roads is reflected in the backlog of deferred mainte-
section reviews three case studies showing the direct nance, estimated to have a cost of $43 billion.
impact of Bank research on policy. Research has shown that poor road maintenance

Cross-country studies are particularly compelling policies in Africa are attributable to the institutional

to policymakers, and The East Asian Miracle has been frameworkin which roads are managed. Attempts to
very influential among Latin American policymakers. improve road maintenance policies need to focus on
More recently, the Bank's Policy Research Report the managing and financing of roads as well as on the
Averting the Old Age Crisis: Policies to Protect the Old maintenance practices themselves. A combination of
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Box 1 Addressing pension problems

Averting the Old Age Crisis has contributed significantly to cial adjustment loans or credits. In Zambia, for instance,

the policy debate on pension reform, providing a blueprint social security reform is a component of the International

for Bank staff and policymakers alike. The Bank's involve- Development Association's Recovery and Investment Pro-

ment in pension system reform has grown dramatically motion Credit. The Cabinet has approved the reform

since the publication of the report. proposal (based on a joint Bank-International Labour

The Bank has engaged in extensive discussions on Office report), which establishes an affordable state pen-

pension reform in virtually every country in Eastern Eu- sion and promotes the development of voluntary private

rope and Central Asia. Latvians, more than a quarter pension schemeswith a regulatory and supervisory frame-

of whom are currently pensioners, passed legislation re- work.
forming the existing pension system and creating a new, Other countries are revising their pension schemes in
funded mandatory savings program. In developing the line with the Bank's recommendations. In Peru, revisions
reform, the Latvian government was advised by a consor- were made to the 1992 Pension Reform in response to the

tium of advisers from the World Bank and the Swedish guidelines of a Bank policy note. These changes include
government. reducing the discrepancy between the public and the

In other regions the recommended solutions to pension private pension contributions and harmonizing the re-
problems are becoming conditions in structural and finan- tirement age of both regimes.

research and field experience has fostered the devel- tries to learn from others' experiences with the
opment of institutional reforms that are being imple- reforms.
mented in several African countries in a cooperative The Bank has had an active research program on
multidonor road maintenance initiative (box 2). environmental issues for nearly a decade, and it has

The program's findings are being disseminated begun to influence environmental policy in many
through regional seminars attended by representa- developing countries. The underlying theory of pol-
tives from government agencies, the business com- lution control is straightforward-emissions should
munity, farmers, and academics. Country workshops be reduced from each source to the point where the
are also used to build consensus and to allow coun- cost of further reductions equals the benefits from

Box 2 Improving road maintenance in Africa by improving institutions

Road maintenance reform is being carried out in Africa holder participation; and the road system should be man-
undertwoBank-managed,multidonorprograms:theRoad aged according to business-like principles. The RTTP's
Maintenance Initiative (RMI) and the Rural Travel and research progressed more slowly but made apparent the
Transport Project (RTTP). These long-term programs, now need for a national strategy for rural transport in which
in their sixth and fifth years, help participating countries individual projects and programs could be tailored to
achieve effective and sustained road maintenance and local physical, institutional, demographic, and economic
reduce the transport burden on rural populations. conditions.

The programs started with research to define and quan- Ten countries are actively pursuing RMI reforms, and
tify transport problems and to identify effective rural trans- six have prepared rural transport or rural roads strategies
port strategies. This research formed the basis for discus- through the RTTP. Progress under both programs spans
sions with participating countries and potential donors on a continuous spectrum, from research to country and
how to proceed with reform. Reaching agreement on core donor dialogue and policy reform to institutional change.
issues required several years of research and dialogue. Donors involved in the RMI have agreed to give first

By 1992 the RMI had achieved consensus on the funda- priority to the funding of investments related to road
mentals: all stakeholders, public and private, must be maintenance, as opposed to new road construction. In
involved; financing must come from stablesources that are addition, before making investment decisions, donors
insulated from other public demands; the organizational will engage in systematic consultations with other do-
structure must be transparent and permit active stake- nors, as well as with the governments concerned.
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that reduction. Many countries set ambient standards strumental in the development of a public disclosure

for air or water quality rather than analyze the benefits program in Indonesia (box 4).
of emissions reduction in detail. Meeting these ambient
standards at least cost requires good information on Influencing the wider research
the cost of emissions reduction by source. community

Few countries have even approximate informa- The 1995 reader survey mentioned above indicated
tion on the level of emissions or the cost of emissions that research was the most frequent reason for con-
reduction by industry or plant. But developing coun- sulting Bank publications and that 73 percent of
tries frequently have information on the size, sectoral respondents used Bank publications in their research.
composition, and location of their industry from Not surprisingly, Bank statistical publications are
economic census data. Bank researchers have devel- particularly useful for research, but more general
oped a data base that relates industrial emissions to publications such as the World Development Report
the data that are typically available in economic also are widely used for research purposes.
census files so that industrial emissions can be forecast Quantitative measures of the impact of research
for metropolitan areas, provinces, or countries. Com- publications are far from perfect, but one increasingly
bining these data with readily available information on applied measure is the number of times that publica-
the cost of emissions reduction for particular industrial tions are cited in journal articles. The reasoning is that
processes or plant designs can yield rough estimates of the most influential research findings will be those
the costs of reducing emissions on a plant-by-plant most widely cited by other researchers. The Institute
basis. Box 3 summarizes progress that is being made in for Scientific Information maintains a database on cita-
applying this approach in Mexico. tions from over 1,400 professional journals published

Besides regulatory approaches to emission reduc- in 35 countries. This database has been used to con-
tions, recent research suggests that the public disclo- structmeasures of the citations made to Bank-authored
sure of emissions data at the plant level can help to journal articles by other journal articles.
reduce emissions by bringing public pressure to bear The citation measure used here is essentially a
on polluting firms. Bank research has analyzed the moving-average citation rate. It is the total number of
modes and costs of gathering and disclosing infor- citations in a five-year period of Bank-authored ar-
mation and the nature of effective public participa- ticles published in the same five-year period, divided
tion in pollution control. That research has shown by the number of such articles. This average was
that the intensity of pollution generated by plants calculated for Bank-authored articles and, for com-
under the same regulatory regime varies widely de- parison, for all published economics articles for each
pending on how informed local residents are about a successive five-year interval since 1980 (figure 3).
plant's pollution output. This research has been in- Bank-authored articles are cited from 10 to 50 percent

Box 3 Projecting industrial emissions and costs of abatement

The Bank's Industrial Pollution Projection System (IPPS)is industrial organizations in Mexico, to address key indus-
widely used in Bank operations, client countries' environ- trial pollution issues. A similar project is being undertaken
mental protection agencies, and internat' nal policy re- in Brazil toestimate theimpactof pollution in Rio de Janeiro
search institutes. In Mexico the system's emissions and cost state.
parameters are being used in a comprehensive cost-effec- The IPPS has also been used by the World Resources
tiveness analysis of industrial pollution. Industries were Institute to produce the first comprehensive cross-
ranked according to the environmental damage they cause, country estimates of toxic pollution, and it has provided the

and geographic areas were prioritized according to the basis for recent work on trade and environment by the
impact of pollution on local populations. The results were OECD.
discussed at a government and industry workshop. The IPPS is available through the Bank's Website and

Following this workshop a survey was initiated to receives many queries. About 55 percent of users accessing
identify environmental practices and problems. The sur- the Website are from overseas (representing 43 countries),

vey will be followed by an action plan, formulated in and roughly 10 users a month download the IPPS coeffi-

collaboration with several environmental agencies and cients to be applied to country-specific data.
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Box 4 Indonesia's public disclosure program for pollution control

Three factors led to the Bank's involvement in Indonesia's vary from gold (for plants with excellent environmental

development and implementation of its public informa- performance), through green (those significantly exceed-
tion program-the Program for Pollution Control Evalua- ing standards), blue (those in compliance), red (those

tion and Rating. First, the Bank's 1994 Environment Report clearly not in compliance), and black (those very far from
on Indonesia recommended public participation ap- compliance). Of the 187 plants initially rated, none re-
proaches for pollution control. Second, this recommenda- ceived gold marks, 5 were awarded green, 61 blue, 115
tion coincided with thelndonesianEnvironmentMinistry's red, and 6 black. Officials initially made public the green
interest in a program to disclose the environmental perfor- awards, along with numbers but not the names of other
mance of polluters to the public. Finally, the Bank's ongo- firms in other categories, giving the plants six months to

ing research in Indonesia had extensively analyzed indus- dean up. Full disclosure is now underway.
trial wastewater data. BAPEDAL (Indonesia's National Since the program was announced, BAPEDAL has
Pollution Control Agency) requested technical assistance received many calls from plant managers anxious to
from Bank researchers to develop and implement their know what they can do to improve their rating. Plants not
new environmental initiative. included in the program have asked to be included and

Indonesia's Program for Pollution Evaluation and Rat- ranked. Overall, the program has sparked considerable
ing publicly discloses information on pollution control international interest,and other countries are considering
efforts by Indonesian factories. A team of BADEPAL staff adopting it as a model for their public information initia-
and Bank researchers devised a way of collapsingcomplex tives.
pollution data into a single rating for each plant. Rankings

more often than the average economics article over Many researchers outside of the Bank participate
the period shown. The most frequently cited Bank in Bank-funded research. In fiscal 1995,50 percent of
articles cover a wide range of topics, including analy- the consultant time spent on research tasks in the
ses of AIDS, economic growth, agriculture, educa- central vice presidencies was provided by nationals
tion, trade, and environmental issues-indicating of developing countries (compared with 41.6 percent
that the Bank's research program is producing well-
recognized research across a wide range of topics.

Indexes of citations have also been used to assess Figure 3 Bank-authored journal articles
the impact of professional journals by estimating the receive more citations than the average
average number of citations for each journal over 1.40
some time period. One recent analysis (reported in D.
N. Laband and M. J. Piette, "The Relative Impact of 4

0
Economics Journals: 1970-90," Journal of Economic
Literature, June 1994) covered 130economicsjournals 1.20 -- - -

published during 1985-89. It did not include the World Bank
World Bank Economic Review and the W-rld Bank Re- o W
search Observer, which began publication in 1986. t ..........
Applying the same technique employed by Laband
and Piette, but for 1993 rather than 1990, puts the
Review and the Observer 33rd and 40th out of the 130
economics journals ranked. The Bank's two journals 0.80 ----- - -

rank the highest among journals devoted just to
development economics. Moreover, the citation in- Economics average
dex for the Proceedings of the World Bank Annual Bank 0.60_1_i_i_ i
Conference on Development Economics exceeds those 81.85 84-88 87-91 90-94
for the Bank journals. By this measure, the Bank Years
journals and conference volume are well regarded by Sourc: Institute for Scientific Information.
members of the economic research community.
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of all Bank consultant time). Local research institutes Figure 4 Bank books are the most frequently used
and local consultants participated in one out of three Bank-authored outputs on reading lisMs
research projects-typically the larger ones. Research
on transition economies was most likely to involve Bank facsimde
local researchers; research on international econom-
ics was least likely to do so.

Bank efforts at building economic research capac- Matenal in non-Bank volume

ity in developing countries are expanding. Bank sup-
port continues for the Africa Economic Research World Development Report
Consortium and the Middle East Economic Research
Forum, and support has been provided to the new Me n iank jourad
China Center for Economic Research. Capacity build-
ing initiatives are now being developed in Russia and Aftle i no-hnk joural
Ukraine.

Contributing to economics training Bankook
Research output is not just an input into further I
research; it also affects other knowledge-based ac- 0 20 40 60 0 100 120 140
tivities. Education is one of the most important. Re- Number of references on 25 reading Hit
search reports, journal articles, and books are key
inputs into graduate and undergraduate training in Source: Tower 1995.

development economics and into Economic Devel-

opment Institute (EDI) seminars and workshops.
From compilations of reading lists, which are now reading lists more frequently than do Bank-authored

available for many fields, it is possible to compute research outputs produced in any other format. Ar-
how often Bank publications are assigned reading in ticles from Bank journals (World Bank Economic Re-
courses in development economics. Edward Tower mew, Research Observer, and the Proceedings of the
(Development 1: Reading Lists, Eno River Press, World Bank Annual Conference on Development Eco-
Chapel Hill, N.C., 1995), has compiled a volume of nomics) appearnearly as frequently as Bank-authored
twenty-five reading lists in development economics articles published in all other journals combined-
(mostly for graduate courses) that were selected for even though these Bank volumes are relative new-
their quality and comprehensiveness. These lists may comers. Material in non-Bank books includes papers
be particularly influential because they are likely to by Bank authors in conference volumes or collections
be used as guides in preparing other reading lists. that are published outside the Bank.
The lists are primarily from U.S. institutions, but they The World Development Report is widely used in
also include institutions in Australia, Canada, and teaching. Its seemingly low utilization rate (figure 4)
the United Kingdom. derives from the fact that the Bank produces only one

One-sixth of the reading list entries are World World Development Report a year, whereas its books
Bank publications or articles or papers written under and journal articles appear in ihe tens and hundreds
the auspices of Bank research projects. The Bank each year. Because the World Development Report is
share of the reading lists varies greatly, from a high of carefully edited for readability to attract a broad
46 percent to a low of 3 percent. This average and audience, it is an attractive tool for teaching and has
range is virtually identical to the results of a similar many of the characteristics of a good textbook.
examination four years ago, even though there is Within the Bank, EDI also draws heavily on Bank
very little overlap between the 1995 reading lists and research, policy papers, and other publications. All of
those examined in 1991. As was the case in 1991, Bank EDI's seminars and workshops draw on those works
readings are least likely to be used in courses that in some way. Key Bank authors sometimes present
have a planning perspective or deal with a narrow their findings in person, often their works are sum-
aspect of development. marized by EDI and used as instructional materials,

The Bank-authored research that is cited in read- and in almost all EDI activities a number of Bank
ing lists comes from a wide variety of sources (figure publications serve as required or recommended read-
4). Bank books and selections from them appear on ing. EDI submits that its comparative advantage and
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success as an institution is its access to the wealth of Table 3 Percentage of magazine references
Bank expertise, experience, and research in the field to World Bank research, statistics, and lending
of development.

Magazine Research Statistics Lending
Reaching the development community
Information about the Bank's activities and findings The Economist 13 11 29
from its research and analytical work are dissemi- U.S. News 13 21 21
nated in many secondary sources that draw on origi- Science 38 8 14
nal Bank outputs. Newspapers and magazines pro- Foreign Affairs 20 9 13
vide a great deal of information about the Bank and Fortune 5 15 23
its programs. Forbes 7 5 40

A search of newspaper and magazine databases Source: Magazine Database, Knight-Ridder, Palo Alto,
(some containing the complete text of the news California, 1995.
sources) found that the Financial Times and The Econo-
mist had the greatest number of references to the each year). The remaining reviews cover a broad
World Bank, and by a large margin. The Financial range of Bank outputs from the Bank Atlas to reports
Times was nearly three times more likely to have a by the Operations Evaluation Department. Reviews
reference to the Bank than were other newspapers, are published in newspapers, popular journals and
and The Economist was nearly five times more likely magazines, and professional journals. Overall, the
to have a reference to the Bank than were other reviews are very favorable, but some common criti-
magazines. cisms emerge. Some publications are described as

References to the Bank were categorized for the outdated, and reviewers would like the Bank to make
Financial Times and a representative newswire ser- more of its data public. Bank documents that evalu-
vice, Info-South, and for six magazines from the ate past Bank practices--with successes and fail-
twelve most likely to mention the Bank. The majority ures-are well-received by reviewers. Reviews (at
of newspaper references to the Bank deal with the least 150 a year) outnumber books published by the
lending program; about 15 percent refer to products Bank annually by 3 to 1, meaning that some books are
of its research program or to Bank data (references reviewed several times.
were about evenly divided between the two). For
example, of the 1,055 references to the Bank by the Conclusion
Financial Times in 1994, 70 involved Bank research The evidence summarized in this section indicates
products, 90 involved Bank statistics, and 576 in- that Bank research is reaching a wide variety of
volved Bank lending activities. Magazine articles audiences-mainly through Bank publications, pub-
referring to Bank activities are less likely than news- lications produced by other publishers, and through
papers to report on lending operations and are more newspapers, magazines, and EDI seminars and work-
varied in their coverage. Of the 144 references to the shops. Bank research is widely used and referenced
Bank by The Economist in 1994, 19 involved Bank by the international research community. Products
research, 22 involved Bank statistics, and 39 involved of Bank research play a prominent role as teaching
Bank lending activities. Table 3 summarizes the per- material, readings, and case studies in development
centage of Bank references by these th-ee topics for economics courses. And Bank research is surpris-
the six magazines. ingly well covered in selected newspapers and maga-

Book reviews are another notable source of sec- zines-although it nearly always gets less coverage
ondary dissemination of Bank research findings. The than the Bank's lending operations. The direct impact
Bank's publications staff often receives copies of of research on policyrnakers has not been quantita-
reviews of Bank publications and search for them in tively measured, but its impact is evident from ex-
the literature. Data on reviews for the past two fiscal amples that can be readily expanded beyond the few
years indicate that an average of 13 reviews of Bank illustrations offered in this section. Dissemination of
publications are published each month, but the num- Bank research and analysis must be expanded be-
ber is growing-reaching 30 in October 1995. yond conventional printed publications. Electronic

About three-quarters of these reviews are of Bank dissemination of papers and data are beginning, and
books that present the results of Bank research (from it offers new opportunities for two-way communica-
forty to fifty such books are published by the Bank tion and dialogue on criti al development issues.



PART 2 THE WORLD BANK RESEARCH PROGRAM,

FISCAL 1994-95

This section reviews the World Bank's research pro- gets: 71 percent were financed by departments, 20
gram in fiscal 1994 and 1995-its funding, its find- percent from the RSB and only 9 percent from exter-
ings, and its performance, as reported in evaluations nal sponsors. The thematic vice presidencies (TVPs)
of past projects and programs financed by the receive most of the external resources (appendix
Bankwide Research Support Budget (RSB). The sec- table 5).
tion also reports changes in the research program The recent changes in the overall research effort
resulting from the Bank's fiscal 1993 reorganization and in the composition of funding result in part from
and outlines preliminary findings and conclusions of organizational changes in fiscal 1993-the creation of
research projects. the thematic vice presidencies and the delegation of

broader responsibility for research to the Develop-
Research funding and management ment Economics Vice Presidency (DEC). DEC's share
The Bank's analytic work underpins the institution's of Bank research increased in fiscal 1994 and stabi-
lending program and policy advice. This work, com- lized in fiscal 1995.
posed of research, economic and sector work, and DEC now has a stronger role in sectoral research,
policy analysis, has maintained a fairly constant share while the proportion of research carried out by the
of about 20 percent of Bank administrative expenses sectoral departments in the thematic vice presiden-
over the past six years. But its mix has been changing: cies has declined dramatically (figure 6). Departmen-
economic and sector work has grown and research tally funded research in the sectoral departments
declined, absorbed nearly 42 staff years in fiscal 1993, but less

Bank resources devoted to research have dropped than eight staff years in fiscal 1994 and nine in fiscal
by 28 percent since fiscal 1992, from $36.1 million to 1995. Regional research recovered from its nadir in
$26.1 million in fiscal 1995. Historically absorbing fiscal 1993, with increases in both RSB-funded and
just under 4 percent of the Bank's administrative departmentally funded research (figure 7 and appen-
budget, research declined to less than 3 percent in dix table 2). The regional offices also manage research
fiscal 1995. Research expenditures have also fallen
rapidly as a share of operations and central vice Figure 5 Research has declined as a
presidency (CVP) expenditures in the past two fiscal share of expenditures
years, to reach historical lows (figure 5 and appendix 6 -
table 1).

Funding for Bank research comes from three main
sources: departmental budgets, the RSB, and external 0
sponsors. Departmental funds and staff time support La
research independently or with cofinancing from
other sponsors. The RSB cofinances research projects
with departments, allocating funds on the basis of a 4
peer reviews of research proposals. Outside agencies
also cofinance some research projects. In fiscal 1994,
68 percent of research resources came from depart- O m 3
mental budgets, 18 percent from the RSB, and 14 1
percent from external sources. External research funds
have fallen sharply from their high of $5.5 million in 2
fiscal 1993 to $2.6 million in fiscal 1995. This drop in 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
external funding in fiscal 1995 shifted more of the Fiscal year
burden of research expenses to departmental bud- Source: Appendix table 1.
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Figure 6 DEC's share of research Figure 7 ... and the regions' share of
activity has Increased... RSB funding has grown
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Source Appendix table 2 and RAD data. Source: Appendix table 2 and RAD data.

capacity-building initiatives which receive a signifi- During the past three years the TVPs have submitted
cant share of RSB funds. about 25 percent of the proposals, the regions about

The reduction in resources available to Bank re- 30 percent, and DEC 40 percent. DEC's share of the
search is curtailing its breadth and depth. Maintain- largest research projects (those above $300,000) is
ing a critical mass of research capability in priority significantly greater than 40 percent, but the distribu-
areas has led to reducing research in other areas. For tional effect of this is offset by the regions' manage-
example, Bank research efforts are now quite modest ment of large research capacity-building grants (fig-
in health, infrastructure, and rural development. Al- ure 7).
though it is now increasing, the share of research on The size composition of grants from the RSB has
environmental issues was halved in fiscal 1994 and beenchanging(figure8andappendixtable6).Projects
again in fiscal 1995 as Bank analytic work turned of shorter duration and smaller budgets have been
toward developing policy priorities and identifying increasing, in part because staff time for research in
best practices.

The wide-ranging topics of Bank research projects Figure 8 The share of smaller RS8-
can be categorized by the Bank's program objectives funded projects has risen
(appendix table 3). For the past four fiscal years, 100
economic management and poverty and human re- m 00K
sources have remained the leading areas of research. -A

80
Fueled by questions about the transition in former :-

socialist countries and broader liberalization world-
wide, research on private sector development and 2 60
economic management absorbed much time and ef- -
fort in fiscal 1994-95. Across the program objectives, C 4o
external funds for research are concentrated on envi-
ronmental topics, followed by poverty and economic
management (appendix table 4). 20

E
Proposals for funding from the RSB are submitted

from throughout the Bank. Close working relations 0

among DEC, TVPs, and regional staff, and the 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95amongDEC. VPs,Fiscal year
Bankwide access to RSB support, ensure that re- Source: Appendix table 6.
search projects reflect Bank demand for research.
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the TVPs has declined. Smaller grants also have ties with the development community. In fiscal 1994-

lower transaction costs and rejection rates: the crite- 95, 11 of 16 fellows were from the Bank's Part II

ria and the stages of proposal review at budget ceil- member countries. The topics on which they worked

ings of $40,000 and $150,000. Slightly more than half ranged as widely as the Bank's own research pro-

of RSB funds have been allocated in grants of less gram (appendix table 7).
than $100,000 over the past four years. Since fiscal
1993, almost half of the funding authorized for the Fiscal 1994-95 research projects

largest grants (more than $300,000) has been for and findings
research capacity-building in the Bank's client The Bank's research program shows both continuity

countries. and variety. It continues to examine how poverty is

The increase in small projects since fiscal 1992 has reduced, with recent work focusing on shifting pub-

generated higher approval and funding rates there- lic financing for social services from universal subsi-

after: dies to targeted provision for the poor. Labor market

research emphasizes ways to improve education and
Approval rates by fiscal year training in developing countries-and ways to re-
(percent) train labor, accelerate growth, and generate demand

1992 1993 1994 1995 for output that will fuel employment growth in the

formerly socialist countries. Bank researchers also
Research proposals 72 86 74 82 are working with officials to design fiscal systems to
All funds requested 53 66 45 72 alleviate adjustment problems during recessionary
Funds for approved periods. And to contribute to the fiscal decentraliza-

projects 85 85 87 82 tion being undertaken in developing countries, the
Bank's macroeconomic research is examining how to

In addition to research projects, the RSB funds . delegate fiscal authority from central to local govern-
longer-term programs of dissemination and outreach. ments.
These programs include the Annual Bank Confer- Ways to improve the performance of civil servants

ence on Development Economics (ABCDE), a devel- and state agencies are the focus of studies on both

opment research journal, and an applied economics public sector management and infrastructure ser-

journal, a fellowship program, a working papers vices. In the face of limited administrative capacity in
series, and a research newsletter. In 1994 the sixth governments, research on environmental policy also
ABCDEfocusedoninstitutionaleconomics,economic has sought solutions outside the public sector. Re-

geography, the transition in socialist economies, and search on the role of the state in enhancing private
international migration and labor markets. In 1995 sector development has examined social security and
the ABCDE examined fiscal decentralization, redis- pension systems, bankruptcy legislation and admin-

tribution with growth, demographics (old age sup- istration, the power sector, and agricultural market-
port and women's roles), and aid and interactions ing and extension services. And in response to pro-

between industrial and developing countries. The posals for regional trade arrangements that arose

findings of evaluations of the ABCDE are summa- during the extended Uruguay Round negotiations
rized at the end of this section. of the GATT, the Bank has completed studies of

The Visiting Research Fellows Program brings several regional trade agreements, finding potential
researchers to the Bank to work on crucial develop- benefits where regional markets exploit economies of
ment issues and to advise Bank staff. Some fellows scale.
are renowned scholars; others are promising junior Summaries of the findings of some of the Bank's

researchers, often from developing countries. Both research are provided below; synopses of all World

benefit from access to the range of empirical and staff Bank research projects are published in the 1994 and

resources at the Bank and the opportunity to develop 1995 Abstracts of Current Studies.
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Poverty and social welfare

The Bank's poverty reduction strategy focuses on in- benefit as the richest. The study identified the most

creasing efficient employment opportunities and im- effective components of the marketing approach and

proving the health and education of the poor. Equally, institutional strategies to improve implementation.'
it emphasizes protecting those in need with the limited Carefully targeted subsidies have also been suc-
resources in developing countries. Much of the Banks cessful in a few small-credit programs. Many poor
research is directed to identifying which policies will households have needed only a small loan-to start
best achieve these ends and whichconditions areneeded poultry farming or handloom weaving, for example-
for those policies to succeed. The research is heavily to work their way out of poverty. But effective agen-
empirical and draws on the knowledge and experience cies to provide the many small loans required and to
of practitioners and researchers in many countries. The collect repayments are rare. A study by the Poverty
collaborative nature of this work is illustrated in a and Social Policy Department and South Asia Coun-
recent study in which experts from ministries and try Department I staff found that three rural credit
government agencies in four Latin American countries programs in Bangladesh have been effective in reach-
worked with Bank and other researchers to evaluate ing the poorest households. The most well known,
alternative social sector programs (box 5). the Grameen Bank, needs a subsidy of about 20

What are the impediments to the poor in working percent of disbursements for its operations. But its
their way out of poverty? Evidence and common repayment rates consistently exceed 90 percent, it
sense suggest that inadequate education, training, focuses on the poorest parts of the country, and 94
health, and initial finance are all important con- percent of its clients are women. The study analyzed
straints. How best to reduce these obstacles is the the features that have made it successful and sug-
subject of ongoing research. A study of the relation gested ways to replicate it.'
between income, nutrition, illness, and work in A study on targeting government spending to
Rwanda determined threshold levels of nutrition for benefit the poor compiled and analyzed massive
working adults, and found few ways that the hungry public expenditure data on health, education, food
can compensate in their work for inadequate nutri- subsidies, employment schemes, and cash transfers
tion. Higher intakes, perhaps funded through subsi- to identify the approaches most effective under dif-
dies for basic foods, are needed to improve the wel- ferent circumstances. The study found that the story
fare of the poorest and to increase their ability to work for food subsidies is more complex than for other
and thus to raise their income.' transfers. Leakage is less of a problem the poorer the

But universal food subsidies have been problem- country (and thusthelarger the target group) and the
atic. When the state picks up the tab for rich and poor more dissimilar the consumption patterns of rich and
alike, even small per-unit subsidies create huge fiscal poor (when only the "poor" commodities are subsi-
burdens. A study of targeting concluded that the dized). But the poorest can be excluded when subsi-
more programs are restricted to the poor, the less dies are targeted and distribution centers are few,
support they generate among the politically critical registration procedures are complex, and distribu-
middle classes-so benefits to the poor can fall as tion is made at schools.'
targeting tightens. This study suggests that remov- Whenthefiscalburdenofsubsidizingsocialservice
ing subsidies on more attractive proructs may be grows too great, user charges can be adopted or in-
politically and fiscally more feasible.2  creased, but at the risk of eliminating access for the

In Tunisia in 1985, the food subsidy program cost poorest. A recent project examined families' responses
over 4 percent of GNP and 10 percent of government to changes in the price, quality, and availability of
expenditures, and the richest quintile received more publicly provided health care. The most compelling
than twice the benefit of the poorest. A recent "self- finding was that increases in prices, including for food
targeting" program encouraged private distributors and drugs, led to a rise in children's deaths in Ghana
to market "superior goods," while nutritionally andC6ted'lvoire.ResultsfromGhanaindicatethatthe
equivalent subsidized foods are packaged and sold poor will increase their use if improved quality accom-
in less appealing ways. Research found the program paniesuser charges-especially if the quality improve-
to be successful: costs had been reduced to 2 percent ments provide local access to basic services and, par-
of GNP and 6 percent of public outlays, and the ticularly, to pharmaceuticals, which formerly were
poorest quintile received 1.2 times as much of the available only in the regional or provincial capital.,
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A recent study commissioned by the Indonesian sive.3 In Hungary research shows that the transfer
Ministry of Health illustrates the problems in raising income going to the richest group is twice that going
revenues from user fees. Raising fees increased pub- to the poor. While family allowance payments are
lic clinics' revenues, but at a significant cost to the progressive, pensions are not. 4 Related research finds
poor, who cut their visits and did not go to alternative that transfers are going disproportionately to urban
private providers. And large price increases caused recipients and aremissingmany female-headed house-
many of the wealthier to shift to private doctors (who holds. This work also identifies implementation diffi-
also raised their fees), so the public clinics gained culties and incentive problems in guaranteed income
little revenue. The hospitals providing curative care schemes." A broader review of poverty reduction pro-
have little leeway to raise prices: increases cause such grams in transition economies suggests that these pro-
large declines in use that revenues drop.' grams mustbean integral part of reform, mustbuild on

An indirect benefit of access to public health facili- existing programs, and must restrict access to and the
ties was revealed in a study of maternal fertility and level of benefits if they are to remain viable.16
child mortality. The research found that women with Market structure and prices differ and change
access to health facilities in Tunisia increased the inter- across and within countries, and identifying the poor
vals between births, which reduced the risk of mortal- requires analysts to account for these differences. The
ity for their children-and showed that it is possible to UN International Comparison Programme (ICP) has
break the cycle of high infant mortality and thus a been developing comparable price measures for all
larger number of desired births leading to shorter countries-an important improvement over compari-
intervals between children and higher death rates.' sons based on exchange rates alone. But a study of
Evidence on the risks of high fertility continues to these measures shows that they are biased: the prices
mount. In a study of malnutrition in Uganda, the Africa of basic goods are significantly higher than the aver-
Technical Department staff found that large household age from which GDP and consumption measures are
size and high dependency ratios endanger the nutri- derived, and the poorer the country, the larger the
tional status and health of a family's children.9  bias. Thus comparisons based on ICP measures have

Broader cross-country patterns have been the sub- underestimated the extent of poverty, especially in
ject of research on the relation between economic the poorest countries. Purchasing power parity-based
growth, structural adjustment, and income inequality. poverty measures thus need further correction."
Empirical research using panel data has found no
evidence for the Kuznets curve (which suggests that Box 5 Learning to measure health
inequality increases when economies begin acceler-
ated growth and decreases in later stages of growth).w Educationeffets
Conversely, a Latin America and the Caribbean Region Educating children, training teenagers, supporting
study of growth, recession, and adjustment in Latin health and sanitation, providing prenatal car-re all
America found that poverty increased significantly important to social welfare, but how do governments
durig slups, deceasing or nt increa signg hny measure their effect or select which to fund? A projectduring slumps, decreasing (or not increasing) when totclthspbemdwtgterxetsfmte
economies grew.n1 Both cross-country and household to tackle this problem drew together experts from the
survoiey data " s owtht adjustentr p ran h ed Bolivian National Statistical Office, the Youth Trainingsurvey data show that adjustment prugrams have adEpomn atesi rga nTiia
generally reduced poverty, although the poorest may and Employment Partnership Program in Trinidad
not have benefited from later economic recovery. Re and Tobago, the Venezuelan Ministry of the Family

no hvebneitd rm atr cnoicreoer..e and Central Statistical Office, the Netherlands Consult-search indicates that investments in human capital and and Trst icad Offic, the andS ns-
rural infrastructure are needed to reach these groups.u ant Trust Fund, UDAPSO, Bolivia, and US. universi-

The transition of formerly centrally planned econo- ties. An innovative cross<counry study developed and
mies has generated severe poverty, and several stud- tested quantitative measures of effects on beneficiaries'

ies find that current programs are not alleviating tis well-being. The resulting report lays out the best meth-

effect. Using a new method to determine inequality ods for assessing project impacts, and describes the
effects across and within income groups, a study on ocilt ts. lredy,fteexican0Pr-
Romania by East Asia and Pacific, Country Depart- ate social sector projects. Already, the Mexican Pro-
ment I staff warns that gas and electricity taxes and gram for Essential Social Services is adopting the
several welfare programs are becoming more regres-
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Labor markets and education

If the poor are to use their labor to improve their lot, The schooling demand picture is much more bleak

labor markets in developing countries must function in many African countries. A study in Tanzania by
well and provide sufficient employment and remu- Education and Social Policy Department (ESP) and
neration. And workers must have the skills employ- Africa Country Department II staff found that al-

ers require and the ability to adapt those skills to the though education raises potential earnings for wage
needs of a changing economy. How best to develop employees, for parents expecting their children to be
both labor markets and human resources is not fully employed in agriculture or the informal sector, the
understood, and policymakers are looking to the returns are less-and less assured. Given the distance
experiences of other countries to shape their own to school and the ways children assist in poorer
policies. Bank researchers have worked collabo- households, primary school enrollment for the poor-
ratively with other agencies to draw on those experi- est children will remain low. Add to that the more
ences, and the resulting research has then influenced useful work by slightly older children and the sec-
the further development of labor policy reform ondary school fees, and it is not surprising that fewer
(box 6). than 10 percent of Tanzanian children enroll in sec-

The Bank's World Development Report 1995 tackled ondary school.2 1

a host of issues emerging from the global integration When poverty and ethnicity are Linked, education
of product and labor markets. Central to its analysis and wage inequalities often reinforce one another. A
was the question of how increasing integration af- study of ethnicity-education links finds that policies
fects wages, employment, and equity. Although there to improve access to education often fail to reach the
are twice as many workers as 30 years ago, worker poorest in minority groups, indicating a need for
productivity has doubled. But rapid and equitable further work on the political economy of integration
growth requires investment focused on human and and equality.
physical capital and policies consistent with market Higher education does more to reduce infant mor-
structures. Opening to international trade, invest- tality and fertility than direct family planning and
ment, and labor tends to equalize wages across coun- health programs, according to a recent study across
tries, benefiting poorer countries. But governments 72 developing countries.2 And early results from a
still need to promote education and training and to study in Morocco show that the channel through
protect the basic rights of workers, particularly for which mothers' education benefits children is the
the most vulnerable. provision of basic skills that later allow mothers to

In education, policymakers need to know which acquire needed health information.2 1

expenditures yield the greatest benefit--and the evi- In Africa the more educated women are, the more
dence has been confusing. A study of Jamaican pri- likely they are to obtain wage employment rather
mary schools, for example, finds that students'math- than tobe self-employed. This means higher earnings
ematics and reading achievement scores are little but less flexibility for childcare. A recent study found
affected by such physical inputs as blackboards and that women with small children were more likely to
writing materials. But modes of teaching do matter: be self-employed. For those mothers in formal sector
frequent testing improved both math and reading jobs, breastfeeding and participation in child-weigh-
scores, and intensive textbook use and rc,.ent teacher ing and vaccination programs are often curtailed.
training significantly improved reading scores. The study suggests ways to offset the increased risks
Jamaica's schools have relatively good physical in- to their children.
puts, however. Schools lacking physical inputs prob- Other shifts in the operation and composition of
ably need to improve them to enhance achievement.19 labor markets have effects that are less intuitive, and

Universal literacy is a stated goal for most coun- theories and "common knowledge" frequently do
tries, but some studies suggest that expanding enroll- not bear empirical scrutiny. For example, labor mar-
ment involves a quality-quantity tradeoff. A study in ket interventions are often blamed for slow growth in
Tamil Nadu, India, found that higher enrollments developing countries, and opening economies is said
and literacy had a price-rising student-teacher ra- to promote wage equalization. But recent research
tios and less success in tenth-grade achievement ex- found that many labor market regulations have little
aminations. The study analyzed financial and man- effect on economic growth; benefits, for example are
agement strategies for alleviating these problems.2 offset by equivalent declines in wages. Although
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wages have equalized somewhat across countries in families remain in rural areas and urban earnings are

response to trade liberalization, employers adjust remitted to rural areas. While this process diversifies

employment, not wages, in response to new compe- income sources and reduces household vulnerability

tition from trade.26  to income shocks, the study suggests that it may be

Although wages may be equalizing across coun- preventing skills development and investment in

tries, a current study of trade, technology, and inequal- urban areas, both needed for longer-term industrial

ity has found preliminary evidence that wage differen- growth.3 0

tials are growing in developing countries. Increased Industrial growth generated by increased worker
international competition and moresophisticated tech- productivity may require training and adoption of

nology have raised the rewards for those with more advanced technology. Training, exporting and tech-
education and skills.2 A global general equilibrium nical sophistication were explored as sources of pro-

model of wages and employment explored these rela- ductivity enhancement in a recent research project
tionships further. It found that if differences in wages using a rich Taiwanese database drawn from through-

among countries result from differences in their en- out the 1980s. This project found that the interaction
dowments of labor (relative to land and capital), open- between investment in worker training and tech-
ing to trade can equalize wages among countries. But nologies makes them jointly more effective than is the
the unequal distribution of sophisticated technology sum of the two when adopted alone. When a firm
generates wage differences that will not decline in enters export markets, however, efficiency increases
response to trade liberalization. only for firms that start with simple technology;

A study of international labor movements also otherwise moving into export markets does not ap-
found an unexpected relationship between freer pear to improve efficiency."
movements of goods, labor, and money. Standard
theory suggests that freer trade reduces differences
in prices (including wages) among countries, lower- Box 6 Does training work, and does

ing incentives to migrate. But a recent empirical it pay?

study of Morocco found instead that freer trade and
capital flows increased wages in an exporting devel- Training, technology, and productivity were explored
oping country, reducing the relative costs of-and in pathbreaking research developed by Bank staff and

thus increasing-emigration. This emigration may undertaken by government agencies in Colombia, Ma-

not be socially optimal. Although a worker would laysia, and Mexico, and by the Japan Institute of Labor,
the United Nations Development Programme, and the

not migrate unless the wage differential was enough
to compensate for total family costs, large waves of nivers of nslvia. Din ro ss-cory
emigration can erode the "social capital" of the coun- surveys of industrial firms, this project found that more
try of origin-its commUnity values, norms, and educated workers are more likely to be trained and that

langage Th migants icresed age donot wage premiums for skilled workers increase with train-language. The migrant's increased wages do not ig im htueavne ehooisas rvd
compensate the community left behind.2 ing. Firms that use advanced technologies also provide

Classical theories of economic growth indicate more trainingand generate large productivity increases.
thatswhenlaborioes ot mcoveno tot prdc-e But many firms do not train their workers, even where

that when labor does not move to the n.ost produc- triigwudsnfcalyasepocivy,ndo-
tive use-because of artificially high wages or restric- training would significantly raise productivity, and gov-
tions on hiring, for exampl- growth will be sty- ernment programs support such training. Discussions

mied.Some analysts attribute slowAfricangowwth to of these findings have already produced changes in

such rigidities. A recent study by the Africa Region government labor and training policies. El Salvador has

and ESP staff indicates that this has not been the case adopted a more proactive information and outreach
in Kenya and C6te d'Ivoire. Wage differentials have program to advise firms on how to meet their training

fallen between workers in the formal and informal, needs. Malaysia's Seventh Plan encourages state sup-

urban and rural, and public and private sectors, and port for private training centers, orients training pro-

between more- and less-educated workers. Overall, grams toward smaller firms, and strengthens enforce-

real formal sector wages have fallen and employ- mentoftraining taxes.32and33

ment has grown, reducing inequality. When wages
decline, short-term urban migration has emerged:
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Transition economies -

The World Bank has been involved in the transforma- nancing continues through subsidies, directed credit,
tion of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, and tax arrears, and overdue bank loans are being
the former Soviet Union states, and China since the rolled over. External pressures for efficiency are ham-

beginning of reform. Its policy discussions and re- pered: neither banks nor state owners intervene in
search on the transition provide a broad comparative firms' management decisions, and thin market infra-
perspective. Reviews of experience and the main structure prevents the emergence of dynamic com-
options for reform are much appreciated (box 7). petitors.m Related research found that the geographic

Bank researchers also work to enhance the ability concentration of Russian industry can help in intra-
of local analysts to address the questions arising industry restructuring, but makes reallocating re-
during transition. To assist in the analysis of critical sources among industries extremely costly. More-
economic issues, a recent project produced a compre- over, restructuring requires a clear accounting of the
hensive accounting framework integrating input- assets and value of firms. But the inter-firm extension
output tables for 110 sectors with trade data across of credit to suppliers and buyers that was common in
105 sectors in the 15 former Soviet states. Accompa- Russia means that the financial status of debtor firms
nying software allows analysts to access the data in a can determine the health of the ler.ding firm, making
variety of formats and to update the tables as new such accounting virtually impossible.3
information becomes available.3  Central to the transition is shifting ownership

The Chinese approach to reform has provoked from the state to the private sector. Purchases by large
debate about its use as a model for other countries. strategic investors (trade sales) were expected to
Recent Bank research analyzes how the Chinese re- account for a large share of privatizations. But such
forms have raised productivity and exports. When sales have been rare, time-consuming, and seldom
ownership of existing firms is diversified to include fully competitive. A recent study of Hungary, Po-
private partners, the subsequent introduction of dy- land, and the Czech and Slovak Republics shows
namic new firms can force competitive changes that why. The study found a host of policies that deter
increase efficiency and productivity. The research investors or undermine the bidding process. It rec-
finds, however, that weak financial sectors and allo- ommends improving financial disclosure, reducing
cation of credit to inefficient state enterprises have government shares, ending firms' right to approve
undermined the effectiveness of reforms and di- their sale, and clarifying titles and environmental
verted investment resources. Banking and property liabilities.40

rights systems need to be revised, and tax laws and Critical to the transfer to the private sector is firms'
collection improved. Strategies to protect the vulner- ability to "exit," through privatization or, when firms
able are also needed as the reforms have increased are not viable, through dissolution. Often it is difficult
inequality, offsetting the poverty reduction gener- to determine whether reorganization or liquidation is
ated by economic growth." appropriate. A recent study of 117bankruptcy cases in

The gradual approach to reform has worked less Hungary shows the importance of that question--and
well in the former Soviet states according to a recent of the judicial capabilities to addiess it and to imple-
study of stabilization and liberalization. The fast- ment the resulting changes. The study found that
reforming Baltic states appear to havL recovered Hungary's 1992 bankruptcy law distinguishes reason-
from early declines in output, but more moderate ably well between illiquid and insolvent enterprises
reformers continue to experience drops in output and that delegation of reorganization duties can keep
and trade-as do those most reluctant to liberalize, the process to a reasonable cost and schedule.4
which still face some of the most painful reforms.3' A Determining the appropriate modes of taxation
related study shows that stabilization and liberaliza- during the transition is one of the most urgent issues
tionneed tobe simultaneousso that access to external now facing governments. In some Eastern European
markets and finance can offset the initial drop in countries, a recent study shows, real government rev-
domestic demand as internal markets adjust." enues fell by half in 1989-91 as output collapsed and

A study of Russian firms describes some of the input prices soared. In the reform period, policy needs
problems of the slower reformers. Firms have cut to protect some share of taxes from the general eco-
employment and health and housing benefits, but nomic instability while also minimizin.g the adverse
not enough to operate efficiently. Government fi- economic impact of those ta ,es. The analysis suggests
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that temporary, uniform import tariffs would be the labor force reductions. A study of agriculture in
most effective instrument, given the contraction of the Poland finds that farmers' relative incomes will de-
domestic economy and the devaluations needed as cline if, as predicted, other sectors grow and the
adjustment proceeds. Nonetheless, revenue will de- currency appreciates. To prevent the relative drop in
cline sharply relative to pre-reform periods, and bud- farm incomes, the research concludes that the gov-
getary efficiency must rise if fiscal deficits are not to ernment will need to support rural jobs, encourage
produce monetary growth and inflation42  retirement, and retrain farm workers."

Despite initial reluctance to cut jobs, research on Bank researchers have seen the service sector in
adjustment at the macroeconomic level shows that as the planned economies as sorely underdeveloped
budget and production changes have increased in and thus as a potential source of growth in economic
pace and scope, massive layoffs have occurred. The efficiency and employment. A joint study by the
skills and experience of many workers will not match European Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
new demands, and movement out of unemployment is the Russian Academy of Sciences Institute of Eco-
likely to slow: the study finds that more than50 percent nomic Forecasting, the Leontief Institute, and the
of unemployment is already long-term. High regional World Bank has estimated the potential contribution
disparities in unemployment are linked to deficiencies of the service sector and outlined policies to support
in housing and infrastructure, suggesting that invest- that contribution. The study recommends a general
ments in these sectors would enhance labor mobility. improvement of the business environment-reducing
In the worst cases, however, declines in output and and simplifying taxes, legalizing property rights (es-
demand suppressed private sector growth and em- pecially for real estate), and adopting targeted assis-
ployment and eroded the government's revenue base. tance to small businesses.47

The drop in revenue combined with large social assis-
tance benefits precludes other government-financedB
measures to ease the transition. Box 7 A sharp focus on the big question

With mounting unemployment, many households Faced with the range of challenges in the transition
in transition economies face precipitous drops in countries, the World Bank has produced what The Lan-
income in the short to medium run, and little cush- don Times calls "a thoughtful and detailed analysis of the
ioning from overburdened government budgets. A question now being asked ... in nation-states every-
recent study in Poland on income transfers from where: 'What is government for?'" Labor Markets and
families and friends finds that such transfers average Social Policy in Central and Eastern Europe, derived from
about 20 percent of the income of recipient families Bank research and experience "offer[s] an analytical
and compensate for about 11 percent of lost income. took kit which policymakers can apply to their own
More than 60 percent of the sampled households country." As Vaclav Havel describes it, the book "pre-
were involved in such transfers. The transfers have sents the achievements and errors of the post-commu-
declined since the transition began, however, and nistgovernments,and offerssuggestionsabout the way
there seems little possibility that they can maintain a ahead."Theanalysesof"themainpolicy options for the
politically acceptable level of household welfare." reform," according to the Journal of Economic Literature

Agricultural restructuring has been slow. A study (December 1995), "areveryvaluableandprovideunique
of 1992 and 1994 surveys in Russia showed that overviews of labor market policy, pensions, poverty,
formal widespread transfer of ownership to mem- education and training, and health care." "Moreover,"
bers has had little effect on operations. Economic theJEL concedes, the book makes an effort ... to deal with
instability, poor agricultural prices, and lack of access the political aspects of transformation in Central and
to finance have constrained movement out of the Eastern Europe." Another writer says the book provides
collectives. The study suggests follow-up strategies "a meticulous route map for those working their way
to encourage transfer of assets, the formation of pri- along this tortuous road." Despite the breadth and com-
vate businesses, and provision of credit.5 In many plexity of the subjects covered, "it puts forward sharp
transition economies although agriculture is charac- andincisiveargumentswithoutahintof thedoctrinaire."
terized by a high concentration of labor, the lack of And"itisapositivepleasuretoread"(TheTimesHigher
private access to equipment and credit and the in- Education Supplement, January 20, 1995)."
creases in industrial unemployment all discourage
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International economics
The substantial shifts that have occurred in the de- market share in previously protected markets."

bate in international economics are reflected in a Two recent studies conclude that the importance

significant redirection of the Bank's research on trade of trade preferences for developing countries has

and finance. Many years of analysis of trade liberal- been greatly overstated. One estimates that removal

ization and its effects has produced a relatively wide- of all trade preferences would reduce Africa's ex-

spread understanding of the fundamental elements ports to the European Union, Japan, and the United

of what a country must do to initiate successful trade States by just over 1 percent. The second study con-
policies. Research has thus moved on to second gen- cludes that the Uruguay Round tariff cuts will reduce

eration issues in individual country trade analysis the least-developed countries' annual exports by
and to examining international linkages. But ques- under0.5percent.-"Therecentexpansionof the Euro-
tions on how to implement needed reforms continue pean Union will result in gains to all developing
to arise, and research addresses such operational countries covered by the Lomd Convention, a recent
issues (as shown in box 8 on trade license auctions). study predicts, while countries that continue to have
Individual country policy issues that have recently only Generalized System of Preferences status will
been studied also include antidumping policies, the suffer."
microfoundations of export supply, services trade, The long-held "adding-up" hypothesis (simulta-
and transition trade and payments policies. Examples neous expansion of exports by several developing
of international issues include regional trade arrange- countries would cause their terms of trade and rev-
ments, trade preference systems, the transformation enues to decline) has been deflated, though it may
of the GATT into the World Trade Organization, and still apply to some commodities and countries. One
the extension of liberalization agreements to ser- study found that the gains from increased productiv-
vices. In international finance, a resurgence of private ity in one African country would outweigh the losses
capital flows and the emergence of stock markets to other African countries. It also concluded that
in developing countries are alleviating the effects of countries that dominate the world market in a par-
the debt crisis of the 1980s for some countries and ticular commodity should proceed with stabilization
redirecting research on sustaining finance for and trade and domestic liberalization policies, while
development. applying optimal export taxes to the commodities

Difficulties in achieving international agreement overwhich they have market power.5 Another study
in the Uruguay Round prompted research on re- found Sub-Saharan Africa countries have little mar-
gional trade agreements. A recent study revealed ket power to influence commodity prices, so for them
increased North-South regionalism in trade policies export taxes would shift sales and benefits to produc-
and greater trade concentration. Regions with simi- ers in Asia and Latin America.
lar factor endowments and markets large enough to To boost productivity growth, developing coun-
exhaust economies of scale can benefit from free- tries will need to improve their service sectors. One
trade areas, but when countries face exogenousexter- project provides strong evidence that such improve-
nal barriers, preferential trade arrangements may be ments will need to come from international provid-
better.'"RegionaltradingblocsinSouthandEastAsia ers, most based in OECD countries. It recommends
are likely to be unproductive, according to research that domestic markets be opened to foreign service
on bilateral trade flows. Unilateral liberalization of providers.-6
trade and foreign investment, ratification of the final A pilot study for Brazil confirmed the hypothesis
act of the Uruguay Round, and coordination of that restricting equipment imports according to their
infrastructure investment are likely to yield greater "domestic availability" excludes potential foreign
benefits.0 Debate and analysis on these issues suppliers, limits competition, and leads to inappro-
continues. priate imported equipment."'

A comprehensive evaluation of the Uruguay Round Most developing countries are now opening their
agreement estimated the effect of slippage in agricul- economies. But as prices of traded goods fall, pres-
tural reform and the progress from liberalizing manu- sures mount to protect domestic industries, and anti-
factures trade. The impact of the abolition of the dumping measures are frequently used to restrict
Multifibre Arrangement on developing countries is low-priced imports. Two studies have found that the
mixed: the most efficient suppliers can expect to gain, GATT's.dispute settlement mechanism is ineffective
but marginally inefficient suppliers will lose rents and for antidumping disputes and that pressure from
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user groups has promoted recent changes in GATE slowly than do the prices of manufactured goods.6 '
rules. One study shows that replacing antidumping The response is more rapid to real demand shocks

law with competition law would eliminate much of and real interest rate shocks in OECD countries,
the cost of the antidumping regime." however, implying that the impact of policies in

The recent sharp rise in capital flows to developing industrial countries is quickly transmitted to com-

countries raises questions about the stability of the modity-producing developing countries."
flows. Analysts have identified foreign interest rates Governments are now using risk management

and country creditworthiness as key factors motivat- instruments during market liberalization to dampen
ing capital movements and predict that the inflows the effect of commodity price volatility. One study
will decline in the short to medium term.- Another points out the advantages of facilitating the access of

study found that, contrary to expectations, short- commodity traders to risk instruments through risk
term flows are not more volatile than long-term pooling by local intermediaries and governments.
ones.0 The project also lays out the steps for setting up

Developing country firms are raising funds di- commodity exchanges in developing countries."
rectly on international capital markets. An analysis of Social welfare is particularly sensitive to volatility

these markets found that Eurobond offerings led to in food markets. Research concludes that the diets of
abnormal returns to underlying stocks and uncov- most consumers have improved significantly since
ered evidence of speculative behavior in the launch- the 1960s. These trends are projected to continue due
ing of closed-end country funds.6 1 Procedures to fa- to expected yield increases, reduced import demand
cilitate equity portfolio flows were outlined in an- from the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe,
other study of 20 emerging market economies by the and slower growth of demand in most developing
International Finance Corporation and the Interna- countries.7
tional Economics Department staff.6

Preliminary research on Japanese foreign direct Box 8 Operations questions, research
investment (FDI) in Mexico shows that the benefits findings, policy changes: The cycle of
from the new techniques and technology that accom- learning
pany FDI are important for raising productivity, but
it found no evidence for skill spillovers from FDI."AInovgfrmmptquasofeetad,oecountries adopted import license auctions. Questions
country's intellectual property rights protection of- about their feasibility in developing countries arose
ten has a significant effect on that country's FDI in when Bank researchers were providing technical as-
high technology industries." sistance to Colombia's auction program. Why had

The increasing dependence of Sub-Saharan Afri- demand for licenses, been so low? Were auctions a
can countries on official development assistance suitable transitional mechanism for moving to liberal-
prompted research on the links between foreign aid ized trade? The researchers addressed these questions
and economic growth. One study attributes slow in a comprehensive study of the quota auction systems
growth primarily to low investment in education, in Australia and New Zealand. They found auctions
although terms of trade and the debt burden exacer- should be designed so that a uniform price is paid by
bate the situation." A descriptive analysis of 32 Afri- all bidders, quotas are freely transferable, and bids are
can countries under the Special Program of A - paid immediately. The study did not support the use
tance compared pure grants with debt forgiveness of auctions to estimate tariff equivalence. The research-
and found that grants allowed the countries to in- ers provided technical assistance to the Mexican gov-
crease their import capacity but debt forgiveness did ernent in the design of an auction system for transi-
not. The grant program did not lead to a decline in tional import and export quotas under the North
total indebtedness, however.66 American Free Trade Agreement, which have been

For countries that rely heavily on commodity ex- successfully adopted. In advising on a rehabilitation
ports for foreign exchange, commodity price trends loan for Uzbekistan, the researchers found constraints
are critical, but predicting such movements is diffi- to the auction of export quotas, and the mechanism
cult. Recent studies have found that commodity prices was not adopted."
respond to macroeconomic shocks, but much more I
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Domestic finance and capital markets

Evidence continues to mount on the importance of financial institutions. Two performance criteria were

financial system breadth and depth in generating used in the evaluation: the level of outreach and the

economic efficiency and growth. But the relationship degree of self-sustainability. All six institutions had

between economic growth and government regula- significant outreach, but no single model emerged
tion, as well as the sequencing of financial sector for successful rural financial intermediation.
reforms, is not clear. Studies are examining these Sustainability and loan collection rates varied dra-

issues in domestic markets. matically, but data limitations precluded comparing
In the financing of economic development ques- interest spreads and revenues as indicators of effec-

tions arise about how best to provide external funds tive management of administrative costs. The study
for the business sector, and how to monitor firm suggests that selective public intervention is often
performance under an effective system of corporate needed during the establishment phase of a rural
governance. For rapidly growing economies the financial institution, to promote institution building
choice is between a securities market-based system (but not to subsidize interest rates on loans)." These
and a banking-based system. A study of the Japanese findings were confirmed in an in-depth study of rural
main bank system concluded that its model of close credit in Sierra Leone.7 6

relationships between banks and the largest indus- Regulation is needed to remedy externalities and
trial enterprises is appropriate for countries exercis- inefficiencies in a nation's financial, economic and
ing prudent policies concerning interest rates, mar- bureaucratic incentive structures, but the wholesale
ket entry, bond issue, and competition. It found that adoption of regulatory strategies negotiated by G-10
banking-based systems generally are appropriate countries in the Basle framework was found to be
until fairly late in a country's economic and financial economically inappropriate and politically infeasible.
development." A highly collaborative study of di- Developing countries are less in need of standards
rected credit to declining industries identified sev- than of methods of information collection and man-
eral preconditions and constraints for success (box 9). agement, legal processes for prompt and equitable

In Africa, informal and semiformal agents reach a resolution of loan default, and mechanisms for con-
much larger share of the population than the formal trolling incentive conflicts that make bankers and
bankingsystem. Comprehensiveassessmentof these government supervisors resist the healthy exit or
markets indicates that this fragmentation is likely to recapitalization of illiquid or insolvent institutions. A
continue, even with financial policy reforms and first step, then, is to promote reforms in information
liberalization, making efforts to increase the effi- collection and management.'
ciency and integration of nonformal institutions es- The rapidly growing Part II countries have be-
pecially important.' come more active in international stock markets, a

A study of 12 West African countries found the process that has generated considerable interest from
informal sector to be large and growing, especially in global investors and developing country policy-
urban areas. Women were identified as important makers. To elucidate the role of stock markets in
informal sector participants. Stagnant markets, little financial sector development, one research project
access to larger pools of credit, and poor infrastruc- constructed a comprehensive set of indicators of
ture force microentrepreneurs to rely on family, stock market development (traditional, institutional,
friends,andmoneylenders.Thestudylookedatsome and asset-pricing) using them to compute an aggre-
effective microfinance institutions and found their gate measure of stock market development for rank-
outreach to be excellent. These institutions provide ing stock markets. The analysis showed that stock
surprisingly high-quality financial services and reach market development complements the development
the very poor in remote areas. But prospects for of financialintermediaries, rather than crowding them
sustainability are less sanguine, unless structural and out. Liberalization of international capital flows and
economic constraints are eased. 4  improvements in accounting and investor protection

A detailed review of the outreach and sustainability foster the development of stock markets. Analysis of
of six rural financial institutions in Sub-Saharan Af- the variance of individual stock returns in 19 devel-
rica examined how well they had managed to extend oping countries revealed industry effects to be much
financial services to smallholder farmers, women, less significant than the country effect in firm-level
and the poor-clients not often reached by rural returns. The study found that the optimal debt-eq-
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uity ratio is linked to the optimal mix of investment of the low levels of the determinants rather than
technologies that the firm can choose; in equilibrium structural differences in the savings function. The
this ratio depends on the efficiency of the economy's degree of urbanization, however, dampens savings
financial system.71 more in Latin America than in the rest of the sample.'

A study of the effect of the structure and character- Hedging commodity price risk is important in
istics of the Mexican stock market on trading out- reducing the volatility of income in the many devel-
comes found price volatility to be related to market oping countries that depend on commodities for
liquidity.' Competition from cross-listing brought more than half of their export earnings. These coun-
tradingcostsdown,butcross-listingsharesinforeign tries have not yet used the full range of commodity
markets sometimes increased and sometimes de- price-linked market instruments, such as swaps, loans,
creased liquidity in the Mexican market. In investi- bonds, and long-dated commodity options. Research
gating the effects of foreign ownership restrictions on on the use of futures hedging and options in Pakistan's
stock price behavior, another study found that for- wheat market found that they could substantially
eign investors pay a premium for their shares, al- reduce the volatility and costs of the government's
though they receive the same economic benefits as involvement in this market-and probably in other
Mexican nationals. This premium is volatile and de- markets and countries." Institutional frameworks
creases as the number of A-shares (available only to need to be altered to make such instruments more
citizens) increases relative to the number of outstand- accessible. In a few countries technical assistance
ing B-shares, suggesting that domestic promotion of programs drawing on recent Bank research have
A-shares will have the indirect effect of stabilizing already improved awareness of external exposures
the premium for foreign investors." and the use of market instruments.'

Investment regulations in emerging stock markets
have favored government bonds, but with privati-
zation and financial liberalization spreading, con- Box 9 Does the invisible hand reach
tractual savings institutions (pension funds and life far enough into financial markets?
insurance companies) are expected to mobilize a Amajorarea of controversy in financial economics is the
greater share of long-term financial resources. Such extent to which governments should intervene in credit
institutions require a supportive, stable regulatory markets tooffsetmarket failures that may inhibitgrowth.
environment that does not use the institutions as tax The Japanese government funded a comprehensive as-
collectors and captive sources of government funds. sessment of this issue by a team of international experts
Contractual savings do not increase the net rate of from the Japan Development Bank, the Japan Economic
saving, one project found, but shift the composition Research Institute, the Korea Tax Institute, the Korea
of total savings toward long-term financial assets.$' Development Institute, the University of Hong Kong,

Financial authorities typically prefer to recapital- the India Planning Commission, several U.S. universi-
ize insolvent banks without imposing losses on de- ties, and the World Bank. Analysis of credit policy in
positors, primarily to avoid the macroeconomic con- China, India, Japan, and the Republic of Korea found
sequences of perceived systemwide risk to deposi- that directed credit policies can help industrial and
tors. But case studies of five developing countries exporting firmsovercome market constraints toobtain-
suggest that imposing losses on depositors has little ing external finance and can expedite the phasing out of
or none of the expected adverse consequences, if the declining industries. The study cautioned, however,
accompanying restructuring of the financial sector is that these policies are not the palliatives touted in de-
comprehensive. 2  cades past. They need to be limited in scope, size, and

Analysis of the determinants of savings in 38 in- durationand explicitly targeted to offset risk aversion in
dustrial and developing countries found per capita private markets or to generate positive externalities.
income growth to be the most important determinant They require well-functioning financial and monitoring
of both public and private savings. Aggregate gov- systems and work best when export markets can pro-
ernment and private savings rates and levels in Latin vide external indications of efficiency.6
America are the lowest in the world, largely because
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Private sector development and public sector management

Research in the past decade has greatly advanced our tions, and regulatory contracts usually worked well
understanding of the role of the public sector and its provided that government could implement effec-
relationship with the private sector. The emphasis tive regulations." Another study found management
has shifted from public to private provision of many contracts for public enterprises to be generally effec-
services. We now better understand the need for tive across a range of countries. Successful manage-
efficiency-enhancing incentives for public sector per- ment contracts usually created a strong link between
formance, and for increased public support of private incentives and profits, giving managers greater
sector development through the creation of a sup- decisionmaking authority. Unsuccessful contracts
portive business environment. The importance of often involved external funding."
institutional structure and cultural consistency in the Designing appropriate contracts is further compli-
public-private interaction increasingly is being rec- cated when civil servants are also employed in the
ognized in Bank research; the African Management private sector, a common situation inmany developing
Study described in box 10 is an example. countries.Astudyof Egyptianphysicianstodetermine

An analysis of thespectacular growth of the"Asian how to increase time and effort in public clinics illus-
tigers" used institutional economics concepts to ex- trates the problems. Information on relative earnings,
amine how that process influenced equity. A devel- time allocation, measures of "effort" and differing
opment strategy promoting equitable growth, the patient needs between the two sectors is not readily
study argues, must provide credible signals of state available and required extensive data collection. To
commitment to improving the living standards of the examine these relationships, interviews were conducted
poor, and mechanisms to guard against opportunis- and a model was developed, consistent with prelimi-
tic behavior within the government. These policies nary information. The findings are far from what was
also need appropriate political institutions that facili- hoped. Higher public sector salaries appear to actually
tate building broad support for equity." increase the hours spent in private practice; the effect of

The interactions between the Japanese public and public clinic patient load per doctor is ambiguous, and
private sectors were studied, focusing on institu- incentive packages to increase work in the public sector
tional aspects and the Japanese civil service. Japan job appear to be ineffective.
kept its public sector fairly small, and still intervened But a study of state interventions in Turkey found
effectively in the market. Strategies were assessed in weak selectivity and monitoring and increased rent-
terms of their effects on fiscal balance and seeking as a result of public sector incentive pro-
macroeconomic stability, and incentives were estab- grams. Only export incentives were effective, be-
lished which encouraged productive private sector cause they require externally validated measures of
investment and minimized government consump- success. Successful programs incorporated an insti-
tion. Critical to the efficiency of the bureaucracy was tutional structure that separates selection and moni-
the development and maintenance of institutional toring functions from the actual allocation of rewards
mechanisms and policies that provided selective in- and punishments."
centives and penalties consistent with the Movement away from public control in several
government's longer-term public objectives." sectors has not been as effective in Africa as in Asia.

Improving public sector performance often means A study of private agroprocessing and marketing in
first reducing the size of the public sector. Doing so Africa concluded that many of the more successful
can be politically difficult, however. Evidence from private ventures had to find extra-market institu-
50 developing countries shows that successful re- tional arrangements (kinship, tied financial and trade
formers divested substantially, increased competi- transactions, vertical integration of production and
tive pressure on remaining state enterprises, regu- marketing activities) to compensate for an uncertain
lated private monopolies, and aligned managerial and weakly supported market environment. These
incentives with efficient outcomes. Analysis of regu- mechanisms are adopted to reduce the risks and costs
latory, performance, and management contracts in associated with poor information systems, difficulty
state-owned enterprises in 12 countries further re- in ensuring contractual compliance, and frequent
vealed that performance contracts have rarely im- delays and physical losses in input and product
proved firm performance in the countries studied. processing and transport. In such cases, the govern-
Management contracts worked better in some situa- ment needs to focus its limited resources on provid-
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ing the most basic infrastructural and legal services if obligations will need to be allocated. Research on

markets are to promote growth.92  bankruptcy policies reveals that an important and

In power, telecommunications, and information common drawback in industrializing countries is the

technology sectors, privatization is generally viewed insufficient legal differentiation between companies,

as a high-priority, low-cost strategy. This is con- their owners, and their managers in the allocation of

firmed by research in some Asian and Latin Ameri- rights and responsibilities. Other impediments are

can countries that suggests that private power projects insufficient processing capacity of court systems and
can attract significant private capital at prices that lack of experience in managing workouts. Prudential
reflect the true cost. But such projects are not enough regulation and supervision of financial institutions
to make up the significant gap in power financing and the right regulatory environment are also impor-
found in most developing countries.' A study of the tant to the success of bankruptcy reform, as borne out
telecommunications sector in Africa examined three in the case of Colombia.9
reform strategies: retaining incumbents, allowing or
promoting competitive entry, and encouraging Box 10 Expanding capacity and
complementary entry. Retaining incumbents results communication in African institutions
in little economic gain, unless the sector is rapidly
privatized. Competitive entry is suitable for rapidly African governments are called on to act in a range of

growing markets, while complementary entry to pro- areas but they have a dearth of resources to draw on.

vide basic services may be appropriate for slower How can the performance of the civil service be im-

growing markets.94  proved, enterprise productivity increased, and com-

A comparative analysis of social security system munities mobilized to take an active part in expanding

administration found that several changes improved the options for development? These questions were the

performance: universal, flat benefits rather than focus of an ambitious research program that examined

graduated benefits, computerization of record keep- the institutional characteristics and constraints of Afri-

ing, centralization of pension administration, and can societies and economies. Inconsistency between

development of performance standards for tax col- indigenous and formal adopted institutions was iden-

lection, benefit payments, and economic and actu- tified as the majorsourceof theAfrican crisis incapacity

arial forecasting. building; institutional reconciliation was thus found to

In Indonesia, deregulation accelerated growth in be the key to resolution. The program brought together

employment and in labor-intensive manufactured internationalandregionalexpertstodevelopastrategy

exports, thus also reducing poverty.9 Research on identifying high-impact, low-cost approaches to en-

other changes in Indonesia's institutional structures hancing institutional capacity and political reconcilia-

found that water user associations can improve the tion that can be adapted and replicated in other coun-

responsiveness of the irrigation service provider. The tries. The most successful strategies enlisted the partici-

study concludes that "voice mechanisms" can be pation of those who would be affected by the changes

effective instruments where alternate providers are that were being contemplated. The decisionmaking

not available, and thus exit is not feasible.' process-the formulation of the issues, problems and

A study of firms' responses to structural adjust- planning-should draw together a network of groups

ment reforms in five African countries found that dealing with similar issues, including those involved

production and employment grew faster in most with Bankprograms and the groupsemerging from the

post-reform countries. Lack of finance and inputs decentralization of many programs previously man-

was the principal constraint on growth and adapta- agedbynationalgovemments. When donorapproaches

tion. The study concluded that the best way to help stand in the way of local approaches or participation,

small and microenterprises emerge and grow is donors must make way. The program findings were

through policies that lower the costs of entry and discussed and disseminated at a major African work-

stimulate demand." shop that itself exemplified many of the approaches

Adjustment and restructuring necessarily mean recommended here.1a0

that some firms will shut down, and their assets and
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Environmentally sustainable development --- ---- _ -

The intersection of economic, political, demographic, the potential contributions of that wealth of resources

and environmental issues has been the subject of much begin to emerge.0 4

concern in recent years. Methods to assess their inter- As suggested in the Central American case, rising
play are not well developed, and critical questions productivity, not increased inputs, is responsible for
about how to protect natural resources and promote a the growth in agricultural output. Analysis of a major
decent standard of living in developing countries have cross-country agricultural database indicates that
become a source of contention. Many of the critical labor has migrated out of agriculture, that acreage
policy issues are the subject of Bank research, including under cultivation is stagnating, and that real prices
some that are highly technical (box 11). have fallen internationally. Production increases have

Drawing on comprehensive survey data from a come from improvements in technology and effi-
Living Standards Measurement Survey and satellite ciency, driven by domestic demand. As consumers
remote-sensing data on vegetation cover, a recent have been the major beneficiaries of the rise in pro-
study in Ghana examined effects of population pres- ductivity, consumer financing of further agricultural
sures and economic incentives on land degradation. research may be warranted.Os
The research found that vegetative cover (produced The importance of adequate government programs
during fallow periods) is critically important in re- in agricultural development and difficulties with
generating land fertility, but that traditional commu- liberalization were highlighted in a multidisciplinary
nity measures are insufficient to maintain adequate interagency study of cotton production. The research
fallow periods. Further trade liberalization would found that implementation of integrated pest man-
tend to shorten fallow periods and thus reduce agri- agement systems became more difficult when seed
cultural productivity and output in the longer run. and pesticide marketing were liberalized because
Adjustment programs that cut government wages pesticide resistance and disease and pest transmis-
and employment would reduce rural-urban wage sion increased. Changes in plantings required con-
differentials and migration, rates of cultivation would tinuing adaptation of irrigation scheduling and drain-
increase, and fallow periods would shorten-simi- age, while the use of more sophisticated ginning and
larly reducing agricultural productivity. But these mill equipment required the development of higher
losses would be overshadowed by the economic gains quality and more uniform cotton varieties.0
from the reallocation away from the low-productiv- The complexities of natural resource policy also
ity public sector."o' are reflected in research on efforts to reduce emis-

As traditional property rights weaken, incentives sions by privatizing state companies in Buenos Aires,
to invest in the productivity of the land decline. Kuala Lumpur, and Monclova (Mexico). Efficiency
Research on land titling in Honduras and Paraguay rose and emissions fell following privatization. But
found that providing secure land rights promoted many elements of the original contract have been
investment in agriculture, leading to higher produc- renegotiated because of incomplete or inaccurate
tivity and farm incomes. The study pointed out, information or misapprehensions concerning their
however, that titling requires significant government meaning. The longer-term outcomes are not yet clear,
investment, so cost-benefit assessments with com- and the difficulties and delays forewarn of the poten-
peting agricultural activities-research, extension, tial for such approaches to go astray.10'
and infrastructure-should be considered before ti- Different environmental issues emerge in more
tling is recommended.'0Research in the Amazonian economically developed countries. The many Asian
rain forest finds that returns to farming in remote countries thatexperienced a surge in economic growth
regions are poor and that marketing is difficult and in recent years also dramatically stepped up their
too expensive to justify higher-cost production tech- energy use. There is much room for improved energy
niques or investment in the land. It is only in less efficiency from development of mass transit and
remote areas, served by transport and markets, that alleviation of urban traffic congestion in the Republic
farmers will want to settle and invest, and thus will of Korea and Thailand, from incentives to use the
want titles to land.'" Research on 300 Amazon flood- newer, more energy-efficient capital equipment in
plain plants and animals indicates that other inter- China and India, and from the introduction of new
ventions may be justified to preserve the forests, as household appliances."
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Much of the research on pollution issues seeks tion-intensive industries. Research on quantifying
ways to allow growth to continue in developing tradeoffsbetweeneconomicandenvironmentalgoals
countries while preventing a rise in pollution to continues."'
levels commensurate with those of the OECD coun- An ongoing study of more than 20 developing and
tries. The Bank is involved in a cooperative program newly industrialized countries is assessing the full
with the Asian Development Bank and the Asian range of factors that influence pollution at the firm
Institute of Technology to assess the rate of growth of level. It provides encouraging evidence of cases where
acid rain in 14 Asian ecosystems and the sensitivity of pollution levels have dropped quickly in response to
the environment to acid rain. An adaptation of a local community pressure and national campaigns
European model indicates that emission levels al- that disclose firms' emission levels. In Indonesia and
ready exceed the critical loads for much of the re- the Philippines, for example, some plants run cleaner
gion. than more strictly regulated equivalent units in

Some of the fastest-growing Asian countries have Canada and the United States. The study will provide
instituted pollution abatement schemes that have comprehensive information on pollution abatement
prevented the buildup of emissions typical of their techniques and costs."'
OECDpredecessors.Acooperativeinteragencystudy When pollution in urban areas reaches certain
of the strategies adopted found "that the process has levels, emissions must be reduced urgently because
been characterized by" administrative management, of the rise in pollution-related illnesses and deaths. A
cooperation between government and industry, and project in Santiago, Chile, estimated dose-response
incentives within government agencies that promote functions for respirable dust and found mortality
efficiency and performance." 0  and morbidity estimates similar to those in OECD

A recent project on ways to reduce emissions at countries. It suggests control strategies, including
low cost proposes a system of tradable emission plant shutdowns, to reduce pollution levels at costs
permits that reflects the fact that OECD countries less than the value of health benefit gains."6

have been largely responsible for the increase in
greenhouse gases. The scheme would cut green- Box 11 Can the forests retur?
house gases at a cost of about 50 percent of the price
of unilateral reductions by OECD countries; partici- Negligence can sometimes help nature, as foresters
pation would yield a net gain for developing coun- have noticed in some abandoned and poorly managed
tries.'" Governments will also have leeway to lower plantations. Using a small initial Bank research grant,
energy use and accrue significant revenue from en- researchers from around the world met to discuss how

ergy taxes, as Bank research predicts that oil prices toidentifytheconditionsthatcanmaketreeplantations
will be volatile, though likely to rerpain low overall a hospitable habitat for animals that spread seeds and
through 2010.112 thus catalyze the regeneration of indigenous "foster

The economic rationale for state subsidies to foster ecosystems" on degraded lands. With that expert ad-
the development and adoption of pollution abatement vice in hand, the U.S. Forest Service, the Center for
technologies was analyzed in a recent study that found, International Forestry Research, the Overseas Develop-
unhappily, that this solution is not consintent with the ment Association, and the World Bank selected study
economically sound and well-accepted precept that sitesin Africa (Congo and Malawi), Asia (Indonesia and

the "polluter pays." But political reality may be suffi- Sri Lanka), and Latin America (Brazil and Costa Rica).

cient to justify such subsidies in the short run.113 Research teams are using field protocols to identify
A new project is building on earlier research show- industrial, experimental, and community plantations

ing that countries that liberalized trade and prices for study; to compile information on plantation man-

lowered industrial pollution per unit of output pro- agement practices; and to survey biological conditions
duced but increased output so greatly that total emis- and the plants and animals in sample plots. The results
sions rose. The new work has found that adjustment will provide the basis for an intensive analysis of how

policies should be accompanied by new regulations best to bring back the range of diverse species that may
against pollution. Where regulatory capacity is weak, otherwise be lost."'

foreign technical assistance may be needed for pollu-
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Macroeconomics -----

In developing macroeconomic policy recommenda- from 70 countries suggests that fixed exchange rates

tions, the World Bank relies on experience drawn do strengthen financial discipline and lower infla-

from its lending program worldwide, empirical re- tion, although regional influences on inflation were

search analyzing that experience in detail, and the also important and merit further study.m
application of evolving theory to investigate The importance of the credibility of government

macroeconomic conditions and policy. The research commitments to restrain monetary growth was ex-

program also develops analytical tools for use by its amined in a political economic analysis of inflation in

client states in examining macroeconomic policies 42 countries. The study found that attempts to en-

promoting growth. hance credibility by changing institutional structures

Countries throughout the world are expected to were markedly less successful than strategies that

gain from the reductions in military spending that lowered or eliminated the benefits to those who

occurred in the late 1980s. A study of 79 countries previously had gained from inflation, including offi-

found that rising military expenditures reduces pro- cials who used monetary growth to finance expendi-

ductive investment and distorts resource allocation- tures. Governments were then able to enforce fiscal

both of which reduce economic growth. If more and monetary stringency and restrain inflation.123

peaceful international relationsprevailed, deepercuts The role of government has been reduced and
could be made in military expenditures, and eco- decentralized in many countries. Recent research

nomic growth would improve."" shows that decentralizing taxing and spending deci-

Researchers compiled comprehensive data on in- sions shrinks the public sector. But transfers of na-

vestment in physical and human capital in more than tional revenue (rather than decentralization of taxing

80 industrial and developing countries to examine authority) along with the delegation of spending
the influence of this investment on economic growth. decisions appear to have the opposite effect, possibly
Human capital was found to be even more important because the stimulating effects of revenue sharing
than previously estimated. It was the rapid accumu- offset the limiting effects of expenditure decentrali-

lation of physical and human capital, rather than zation. The project will further study the effect of
increases in productivity per se, that fueled the fast- decentralization on the national government's con-

est-growing economies. Growth in productivity is trol of the budget deficit.1 2 4

most strongly linked with initial income, with hu- Although local governments are taking an in-
man capital, and with political stability." 9  creasing share of fiscal responsibility, macroeconomic

Foreign direct investment is often a source of policy puzzles remain at the central level. Bank re-
productivity growth. But, because private foreign searchers are working on methods to allow govern-
loans are strongly linked with capital flight out of ments to predict more accurately the impact of do-

developing countries, some policy analysts have mestic policies and external changes. A series of
feared that foreign direct investment might have the increasingly sophisticated models linking domestic
same effect. A recent study of six regions found that economies to global trade and financial markets have

capital flight is a response to an unfavorable been tested within the Bank. The tests indicate that it
macroeconomic situation and that foreign direct in- is increasingly difficult to predict impacts, the more

vestment actually reduces capital flight. 120 But for- complex are the policies and external changes. More
eign funds are not unmixed blessings, and govern- complex polices are also more difficult to apply. The
ments must move countercyclically to avoid rapid choice of methodological approaches to estimate fu-
expansion, inflation, and currency appreciation.12 1  ture conditions and model policy scenarios for differ-

Flight into foreign currencies also occurs when ent countries and ministries will have to fully and

inflation accelerates. A study of inflation using data explicitly account for these tradeoffs.m2
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Infrastructure and urban development -- - --

The major output of the Bank's research on infra- provisions on the initial allocations of water rights,
structure over the review period was World Develop- dispute resolution mechanisms, and environmental
ment Report 1994: Infrastructure for Development. Al- concerns.1 3

3

thoughinfrastructureavailabilityindevelopingcoun- A study reviewed the role of nonprofit nongov-
tries has increased markedly in recent decades, per- ernmental organizations involved in projects to cre-
formance is often poor, maintenance inadequate, and ate transitional employment and basic infrastructure
the needs of users neglected. The WDR 1994 advo- for new urban immigrants in several western African
cated commercial management, competition,and user countries. Findings indicate that contracting with
involvement as major instruments for improving the nongovernmental organizations to oversee such
delivery of infrastructure services. projects has resulted in efficient infrastructure provi-

Several projects have explored the link between sion and has increased private sector involvement in
infrastructure and productivity, but results have been infrastructure services.1 4

mixed. One project found that infrastructure invest- Export credit agencies are now playing a more
ment significantly affected productivity growth.'" direct role in infrastructure finance. One study found
Another found that infrastructure had positive ef- .that the benefits extend beyond access to scarce for-
fects on growth across sectors in Africa, but in Latin eign exchange-the project loans allow smaller pri-
America this result held only for paved roads.WIFirm vate companies to compete with the larger public
level studies indicate that small firms are especially utilities in poorly served or unserved areas. This
harmed by poor infrastructure (box 12). competition also appears to improve customer

The extent and quality of paved road infrastruc- service. m
ture is significantly related to national per capita
income.113ln Africa, 80 to 90 percent of passenger and
freight transport is roadborne, but most roads are Box 12 Watts, water, and waste:
poorly managed and maintained. Research in seven Infrastructure services in developing
African countries emphasized the need for reshaping countries
the institutional framework of road management.' The World Bank has been known for decades as the
Findings from several case studies and surveys on
transport burden, user profiles and patterns of use internationalpurveyorofinfrastructure,andits project
have helped in formulating integrated road and trans- knowledge is comprehensive. But government provi-
port strategies for six African countries.uo sion of infrastructure is increasingly falling behind.

A mounting problem worldwide is the provision The poor quality and lack of reliability of infrastruc-

of adequate safe drinking water. Research on metro- ture, and delays in obtaining services are obstacles to

politan water resource policies investigated the eco- economic growth. A research team from Indonesia's
noicalue water insdiffereniuses . titedts Bandung Institute of Technology, the Thailand Devel-nomic value of water in different uses. It predictsopetRsacIniueinBgk,adthWrl
severe water use conflicts in the largest 45 ura opment Research Institute in Bangkok, and the World
areas, emphasizes the priority of increasing conser Bank estimated the costs to industrial production of

vation, and explains the need for changes in the poor infrastructure provision (extending earlier work

institutional structures responsible for vater provi- on Nigeria). The team compiled information on the

sion and allocation A related research project re- prices that industrial firms are paying to obtain alter-

ommended two wastewater collection systems, one native supplies of reliable water, power, communica-

the Brazilian condiminialsystemofcommunity deter- tion, and transport services from private providers.

mination and procurement and the other a te - Small firms that are unable to pay the prices are a

cally simplified sewerage system. The results of this captive market for public sector services. Small firms

research are reflected in strategic sanitation planning are the major employers in most growing countries, so

in Burkina Faso, chana, and the Philippines.vn this obstacle to their profitability and growth limits the

Bank research suggests that for water-scarce coun- generation of new jobs and income. The research high-

tries tradable water rights are preferable to govern- lights the need to lift restrictions on private provision
ment administered arrangements. Laws and regula- of infrastructure services.

tions governing the tradable rights should include
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Evaluation of research programs ics, economists from research institutions,

and projects policymakers, and World Bank staff." The reviewers

The Bank's research is periodically evaluated to im- agreed that the conference papers are written "at a

prove proposal review, project selection, research very high level, deal with important current issues,

design and management, and the development and . . . have potential influences on policy, . . . [and]

oversight of the larger research programs. The An- should be widely circulated," with "most of the pa-
nual Bank Conference on Development Economics, pers [being] both well written and accessible to a

the Bank's two research journals (the World Bank professional audience." The proceedings volumes

Economic Review and the World Bank Research Ob- have the "unique function of ... attempt[ing] to
server) and 14 groups of individual research projects, appeal via the linkages to academics, researchers,

classified by subject, were evaluated in fiscal 1994 and practitioners alike," and no "other conference or

and 1995. Evaluations of RSB-funded research pro- symposium [is] more effective in linking thought,
grams and completed research projects are carried policy formulation, and implementation."

out by external experts whose reports help the Re- Thereviewersmadesuggestionsforchange4cross

search Advisory Staff (RAD) and the Research Com- the range of issues that they were asked to address:

mittee to revise and improve the Bank's research Topics. There should be more papers on policy and
program and procedures. implementation issues, and political economy and

institutional economics; more controversial ap-

The Annual Bank Conference on Development Economics proaches or issues, including "different, contrasting,

The Annual Bank Conference on Development Eco- or even opposing points of view"; more country

nomics (ABCDE) series was started in 1989 to increase comparisons on particular topics; and sessions de-

the exchange of ideas and information among research- voted to agricultural and rural development, finance,

ers, policymakers, and Bank staff. Papers, generally industry, infrastructure, education and health.

written by researchers from outside the Bank, are Selection ofauthorsand discussants. "... [M)ost of the

presented in a two-day conference and published in a best economists interested in development have given

proceedings volume that is distributed externally to papers, and almost all the others have been discus-

about 18,000 readers. The conferences are funded by sants." Still, some viewers made a case for expanding
the Bank's central Research Support Budget. the field of participants to include critics of Bank

The fi:st seven years of the conference and its policies, younger economists, those outside the main-

proceedings were evaluated by five eminent research- stream, and those working in other universities, the

ers in development economics: Koichi Hamada (Eco- Bank, and developing countries.

nomic Growth Center, Yale University), Michael Competition.Therewasageneralconsensusagainst

Intriligator (University of California at Los Angeles), a competitive selection process for participants. Most

Robert E. B. Lucas (Boston University), Gerald M. felt that such an approach would be self-defeating-
Meier (Stanford University), and James A. Mirrlees many of the best authors would not participate. One

(Cambridge University). The reviewers were asked reviewer, however, suggested an open call for pa-

to comment on session topics, author and discussant pers, and another proposed a graduate student com--
selection, paper quality, and costs; to recommend petition.

conference topics; to compare the effectiveness and Quality. Overall, quality is viewed as high, al-
costs of the ABCDE with similar conferences and though varied. Increased scrutiny and a harsher ap-
volumes; and to suggest improvements. In addition, proach at the review stage were suggested to im-

questionnaires were distributed at the 1995 confer- prove the quality of weaker papers.

ence, and structured interviews of 16 Bank attendees Format. Parallelsessionsshouldbedropped.Briefer

were undertaken in 1995. A surprising degree of presentations of papers would allow for a longer

consensus emerged from the external evaluations, discussion period. Discussants should provide more

the interviews, and the surveys. policy-orientation; a point-counterpoint approach

The external reviewers praised the conferences should be considered.

and especially the proceedings volumes, and recom- Proceedings. The proceedings are written to a high

mended that they be continued. The conference se- standard and are very readable; it was recommended

ries was seen as "a serious contribution to the pur- that they be disseminated more widely.

poses of the Bank," serving as an "ingenious device Budget. Overall, the conference is seen as cost-
for facilitating the communication among academ- effective. "The conference is expensive, but I doubt it
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would achieve anything like the same status without wide readership already achieved, reviewers urge
incurring these costs." The proceedings volume also the Bank to further expand the scope of the journals'

incurs substantial editing costs. Cost-effectiveness readership in Part II countries.
could be raised by increasing dissemination and by Quality. "[T]here is no better truly global forum for
publishing summary brochures, copublishing insome policy driven analytical ideas on development issues
journals, and disseminatingthe paperson thelnternet. than the WBER," one reviewer stated. Referring to

the extent to which the journals are referenced else-
The World Bank Economic Review and the World Bank where, a reviewer stated, "I was impressed, but not
Research Observer surprised by the citations... the journals are making
The Bank's research journals were the subject of a their mark." Although "The pages of the Review and
two-pronged assessment in fiscal 1995. Five develop- the Observer are star-studded," some of the reviewers
ment economists from around the world were asked asked for a greater diversity of views to counter a
to undertake a formal and comprehensive review of perception of institutional bias in the journals. And
the journal volumes published since the 1991 evalu- "the dullness of Bank writing spills over into its
ation. In addition, the journals were among the set of journals." One reviewer attributes this to the "strict
World Bank publications recently assessed in a read- refereeing," which "limits the scope for publishing
ers survey. 'sexy,' controversial material," and another noted

The 1994 survey of readers of World Bank publica- that "it is an inescapable fact that journals are not
tions (see part 1) indicates that the World Bank Eco- 'easy reads'." The Observer's new point-counterpoint
nomic Review (WBER) is the most widely read Bank format is seen as an antidote to these criticisms. A less
publication in Latin America, Eastern Europe, the formal format may be attractive to the Observer's
Middle East and North Africa, and East Asia and the noneconomist audience, it was suggested, and en-
Pacific. It is second only to the World Development couragement should be given to provocative and
Report in global readership. The World Bank Research stimulating works.
Observer(WBRO) rankswith three others as the fourth Relevance. "Applied economists . . . can profit
most frequently read Bank publication. much more from the WBER and the WBRO than from

The comprehensive formal evaluations of thejour- any other leading journal," noted one reviewer, and
nals were undertaken by Juan Carlos de Pablo all indicated that the journals went much further than
(Con texto, Buenos Aires), Merih Celasun (Middle East others in investigating the policy implications of
Technical University, Ankara), Nii Sowa (University research. Although "the subject matter has become
of Ghana, Legon), A. Vaidyanathan (Madras Insti- more diversified," the reviewers believe that the
tute of Development Studies), and Jean Waelbroeck journals should make a greater effort to reflect the
(Free University of Brussels). The reviewers were "sociological, historical and political contexts" in
asked to evaluate the general quality, relevance, and which economies operate. Articles would be more
accessibility of the articles, and the contribution of useful if they included ". . . detailed descriptions of
each journal relative to its competitors. the measures adopted, and of the difficulties found

In response to the 1991 evaluation, several changes during the implementation of programs." Two evalu-
were made in the journals, and these are reflected in ato,:s urge the Bank to survey readers about what
the current reviews. Overall, the reviewers were they read, why, and what they would like to see.
strongly supportive of the journals. They noted an Accessibility. All evaluators agreed that it is diffi-
increase in the diversity of article topics and view- cult to communicate the policy relevance of sophisti-
points, and praised the quality, exposition, and rel- cated economic analysis. Four find that the Observer
evance of the Observer. Although articles are still successfully "bridges the gap between the policy
often seen as "dull," the adoption of the point-coun- maker and the analyst. The articles are presented in
terpoint approach in the Observer has enlivened the fashions that can be understood by people with little
debate and was lauded by all. The reviewers differed knowledge of economic theory." There is less agree-
on the desirability of further opening of the journals ment on the success of the Review in this regard. "I
to non-Bank authors, and on the extent to which the have a strong dislike for articles [that] . . . derive
journals reflect "Bank orthodoxy." Several expressed important policy advice from complex models with-
concern about the accessibility of the Review and out providing an intuition of what accounts for the
suggest an increased emphasis on explaining the results," one reviewer noted, warning of this ten-
analyses published. Finally, while recognizing the dency in some articles in the Review. Another indi-
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cates that "a constant effort is necessary to keep the the emphasis on empirical and policy-relevant top-
contents as easy to comprehend as possible." ics. They generally judged the level of analysis to be

Relative contribution of each journal. Four of the five appropriate to the topics and data. In most fields

reviewers found the journals to be making a contri- reviewers stated that the Bank had made valuable
bution unequaled by other journals. "The Review is a contributions to policy formulation. Many projects
very high-quality journal, comparably ranking with were praised for their contributions to the broader
the Journal of Development Economics (IDE) in terms of store of information and empirical data. The projects'
editorial scrutiny, analytical-conceptual rigor, econo- success in targeting the dissemination of several of
metric testing, and quality of contributions to the the studies, however, was considerably more mixed,
existing stock of knowledge," one reviewer said. and only a small number of projects were seen as
Moreover, compared with the IDE, the Review "has having enhanced the research capacity of the Bank's
beenimpressivelyconsistentinselectingarticleswith member countries. Views of the ex ante review ap-
policy implications, which are enhanced by richer proach were similarly mixed. A few reviewers also
empirical data and sharper operational insights.. ." noted a bias to the "Washington consensus" on de-
Another says, "The World Bank Research Observer is an velopment.
essential text in the teaching of development eco- Review. In general, ex ante reviews of proposals for
nomics," adding that "The differentiation between funding were considered stringent yet appropriate.
the technically oriented [Review] audience of profes- "Project proposals are formulated carefully, if per-
sional economists and the nonspecialist [Observer] haps too ambitiously, and reviewed seriously before
audience is appropriate." funds are committed." Some reviewers, however, felt

that "World Bank research projects may not have the
World Bank research projects kind of detail on methods and objectives that seem to
External ex ante and ex post evaluation of Bank re- characterize successful applications" elsewhere. Oth-
search is overseen by the Research Advisory Staff ers felt that the strict criteria were inappropriate. As
(RAD). The Bank's centrally funded research is se- one evaluator saw it, "if you are lucky and find [good]
lected through a competitive assessment of individual researchers ... with a clear problem central to Bank
proposals; the larger the budget, the more rigorous is concerns and a good data set-pay them to get on
the assessment. Individual research projects so funded with it..."
are evaluated after completion, grouped by topic. Ex- Importance and quality. Evaluators were highly
ternal experts are selected to evaluate a major portion impressed by the importance of the topics considered
of the projects managed by the RAD. in Bank research, with reviewers of poverty and

Information on individual research projects, international economics in particular indicating that
grouped by topic, aresent to reviewers with informa- "the Bank's research program ... is broad, policy-
tion on all Bank research in that field. This allows driven, and very impressive . . ." Praise was also
assessment of the individual projects, the Bank's given to "the very substantial contribution which the
broadercontributiontoknowledgeinaspecificfield, Bank's research program is making to the fields of
areas in which Bank research should be strength- development and public economics." The Bank's
ened, the systemic strengths and weaknesses of the coverage of research in almost all topics was strongly
ex ante review process, and patterns of research supported. Some reviewers, however, have found
conduct or management in need of further investiga- specific coverage too narrow in approach, focused on
tion or change. economics to the exclusion of other fields, and in

The fiscal 1995 evaluations covered the larger, cen- some areas lacking the operational involvement that
trally funded Bank projects on international econom- would "have defined an agenda for research in terms
ics, poverty and human resources, macroeconomics of particular topics."
and the transition economies, and agriculture and the Design and rigor. The appropriate level of sophisti-
environment. Fourteen reviewers were asked to assess cation of research on developing and transition econo-
the quality, implementation, objectivity, costs, and dis- mies was the subject of considerable disagreement.
semination of the projects, and to discuss implications The Bank was congratulated by many reviewers for
for the proposal review process that could serve to the development and use of original data, "be it
improve projects in any of these areas. administrative, case studies, or new surveys in the

The reviewers were impressed by the importance research." "The Bank was in the forefront [in] gener-
and contribution of the research undertaken, and by ating good research on the behavior and implications
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of [emerging] markets," and the Bank's environment researchers hired and the interpretations of findings.
research "is carefully designed and crafted ... [and) In addition to broadening the network of consultants,
is being carried out with skill and sophistication." another reviewer suggested that the "final reports
However, "some of the Bank research in [the social should state and confront, sympathetically rather
services] fall behind the methodological frontier," or than ideologically, 'popular views' about issues they
"the econometric techniques employed in this project review."
are generally too powerful for the data at hand." The Dissemination. Dissemination efforts varied widely,
difficulty in judging the appropriateness of particu- with some projects concluding with several reports
lar methods before data and structures are fully appropriately directed to different audiences and a
explored was widely acknowledged. It was recom- host of conferences in developing countries, while
mended that research teams or their advisers under- others focused on the research and academic audi-
take midterm reviews for assessment and correction. ence. A point made by one reviewer was reiterated by

Implementation. Most projects followed relatively several others: "I do think it is incumbent on people
faithfully the work programs laid out in proposals, engaged in Bank research to present technical find-
and several projects made appropriate adjustments ings in a manner accessible to applied economists
in response to preliminary findings and subsequent . . . a more popular write-up of the research is in
changes in circumstance. Although most research order." Several reviewers suggested that authors be
results were found to be objectively based in the encouraged (or required) to submit output to the
empirical evidence uncovered, in some cases "the Bank's research journals to take advantage of the
authors place interpretations on their econometric breadth of readership in the developing world, and
results which seem to go beyond what can reason- to ensure a style of exposition that would reach policy
ably be deduced." Problems appear to emerge most advisers worldwide.
frequently in cross-country analyses, where "executed Cost-effectiveness. One reviewer felt that "the Bank
projects seem to suffer from a lack of coherence"; the is in the upper percentiles of generosity, perhaps
larger the project, the greater is this difficulty. Still, reflecting its own salary structure," and some ap-
many cross-country projects were lauded for reflect- plauded the budget cuts imposed by the Research
ing the Bank's comparative advantage, and several Committee on particular projects. But most review-
were seen as having masterfully managed these ob- ers felt that payments generally were appropriate for
stacles. One reviewer, for instance, praised a particu- the work envisaged in the proposals, and some noted
lar large project for its "attempt to collect economists cases where budgets were too small, or where pre-
of various persuasions... to study [important] issues eminent consultants had worked for considerably
. . . it takes an institutional umbrella of the kind less than they normally would have charged.
provided by the World Bank to encourage more The evaluations are sent to the supervisors of the
disparate and thorough analyses which can then be individual projects reviewed and relevant depart-
compared." Reviewers felt that such multicountry ments, to the Operations Evaluation Department,
studies also produce the kind of results that are of and to the Research Committee. The Committee con-
most interest to and persuasive for policymakers. But siders and adopts the recommendations considered
some reviewers felt that the Bank's research reflected a1 propriate to improve the research proposal and
too narrow a range of views, as manifested in the project oversight processes.
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PART 3 RESEARCH THEMES AND DIRECTIONS

A successful Bank research program is a key determi- globalization is changing the economic landscape
nant of the Bank's intellectual leadership in develop- inhabited by many national governments. It is re-
ment. The possible issues for research are wider than moving some constraints, imposing others, and cre-
ever. Data relevant to development issues have never atingnew economic opportunities. So research initia-
been more abundant or accessible, and Bank staff tives need to take particular account of institutions,
have unparalleled access to information and research political economy, and globalization.
tools. But the Bank's research program must recog-
nize that global capacity in development research has New challenges in development
grown-in regional development banks, think tanks, It is apparent in reviewing operational trends that the
and in many developing countries. Bank is increasingly involved in projects and policy

Elements of future Bank research must address the reform that go well beyond the usual confines of
pressing needs of development, offer a potentially economics to a broader concern with institutional
high payoff, and be consistent with the Bank's com- issues. This shift is clearly reflected in a new concen-
parative advantage in research. This advantage is tration on decentralizing governmental responsibil-
mainly in three areas: cross-country (and cross-re- ity to the provincial and municipal level, developing
gional studies) of development issues, analysis of projects that address both environmental pollution
global issues and trends, and studies of problems and and the conservation of habitats, implementing pro-
issues with a direct operational payoff for the Bank grams that target the poor, and fostering beneficiary
and its client countries. participation in the design, construction, and moni-

As Bank operations seek to improve results on the toring of projects. Increasing our ability to analyze
ground, strengthening the design, preparation, and institutional issues is likely to be a major challenge for
implementation of projects and policy reform is a our research program over the longer term.
major development challenge that research can sup- Operations designed to help people out of poverty
port. Bank operational and research staff have de- range from microcredit schemes, emergency social
voted much time to identifying issues and approaches funds, and cash transfers, to integrated rural devel-
that should be embodied in new research in this area. opment targeted to poor areas. These programs all
Although several of the problems encountered sound draw heavily on institutional capacity, and their suc-
familiar, the approach to them must change. Re- cess or failure is likely to depend critically on the
searchers need to look at them with new eyes, and details of institutional arrangements. We need to
with a new appreciation that traditional economic st.idy these activities systematically and to increase
analysis needs to be augmented with analysis based our understanding of the critical elements that deter-
on political economy and the role and capacity of mine the success-or failure-of these operations.
institutions. This will involve research on ongoing operations that

Trends in the content and emphasis of Bank opera- treats some operations essentially as social experi-
tions-and assessments of the implementation of ments.
Bank projects and policies-all indicate the need to Much of the Bank's work on the environment has
broaden traditional economic analysis of develop- focused on "brown" issues dealing with pollution.
ment. Issues of institutional capacity and political The underlying economics of pollution control is
economy are continually identified in analyses of relatively well understood, although institutional
project implementation as critical determinants of issues can be very important determinants of the
project success at the microlevel. They also emerge as success of pollution reduction programs. The under-
determinants of success at the national level in stud- lying economics is much less well known in the case
ies of the implementation of macroeconomic policy of environmental issues at the "green" end of the
reform. In addition, at the international level spectrum-thosedealingwithresourceconservation
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and ecological preservation-and institutional issues These examples point to the growing importance

loom even larger. There has been less research on of institutional economics and institutional capacity
these issues (in industrial or developing countries), to Bank projects and policies. Research is needed to

and institutional capacity is more critical to the effec- identify the critical institutional capacities needed for

tiveness of policy interventions. success, and how to develop that capacity.
For example, theoretical considerations suggest

that the clear allocation of property rights should Focal points for research
foster the preservation of frontier areas. Recent re- The Bank's research program, as earlier sections of

search in Brazil indicates that the presence or absence this Report show, covers a range of issues virtually as

of property rights has only a small influence on the wide as those covered by Bank operations. The cov-

rate of deforestation. More research on this issue is erage of research projects will continue to be broad in

needed. Careful analysis also needs to be applied to the coming years, but a limited set of issues-stimu-

other approaches to habitat preservation, such as latedbythenewdevelopmentalchallengesdescribed
land regulation and agro-ecological zoning, both of above-will receive special attention and concen-
which would require significant institutional capac- trated resources. Several thematic issues will be focal

ity to be implemented. points for research efforts.
Institutional capacity and institutional economics Interactions among poverty, growth, and the environ-

are also important in three increasingly popular ap- ment. A wealth of anecdotal evidence and several
proaches to service provision: decentralization, ben- case studies support the view that economic growth
eficiary participation, and private sector provision of is good for the poor and good for the environment.
services. Decentralization is widely recommended to Yet we know that growth does not always reach the
bring service delivery closer to consumers, yet it may poor and may harm the environment. Research
be problematic in countries that lack implementation planned and under way will examine the links (posi-
capacity even at the central level. Research is needed tive and negative) and tradeoffs among poverty,
on the conditions under which local provision of economic growth, and the environment. The analysis
services is beneficial. will apply a systematic, quantitative approach to the

It would alsobeuseful to draw lessons from recent extensive data sets that are now available for a wide
experience with participation and the circumstances range of countries. It will focus on three issues at the
under which it is desirable. The success of decentrali- microlevel: industrial pollution and the behavior of
zation and participation may both depend on politi- industrial firms, land use conflicts between agricul-
cal and social factors that may be identified and best tural expansion and natural habitat preservation,
addressed by social scientists from disciplines other and poverty, fertility, and household use of environ-
than economics. Transferring service provision to the mental resources. These micro studies will be comple-
private sector involves bringing measures that work mented by a country-level study that will examine
in industrial countries into weaker institutional envi- the relationship among available indicators of growth,
ronments. Where regulatory structures are weak, environmental conditions, and poverty.
concessions and contracts have to be specified in Project and policy implementation. While we know a
more detail. Research on the growing experience lot about the attributes of good government and good
with private sector involvement has begun, but it economic policy, we know mtich less about how to
must be extended across sectors. get there. Some countries have adopted and sus-

Globalization is presenting other challenges to tained reforms while others have tried and failed.
developing countries. Since 1986 developing coun- Some policies have worked well in some countries
tries'tradein goods and services (exports plus imports) but not in others. Case studies of success and failure
has risen from 33 percent of their GDP to 43 percent, will examine the political economy of reform and the
and foreign investment flows have increased sixfold. country-level determinants of policy success. This is
Many policymakers face a new discipline-the need to a high-risk area of research where the analytical tools
maintain the confidence of domestic and international are still under development, but the potential payoffs
markets. Globalization raises thepayoffs from increased are large for Bank operational and advisory work.
competitiveness but also compounds the losses from Studies of project implementation will focus on the
failure to act. Along with new opportunities in trade performance of social sector projects. Research ef-
and finance, liberalization brings the need to adjust to forts will track project performance and essentially
the new risks of the world economy. test the hypotheses under'ying project design as the
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project is implemented. This will involve close coop- particular attention to the reverse linkages from de-
eration of research and operational staff. veloping to industrial countries. More speculative

Reforming the state. Based on the analysis of wide- work will be carried out on the dangers to countries
spread government failure, much policy work in the that are being left behind by globalization. Will they
past decade has focused on cutting back the role of be marginalized? How can they catch up?
the public sector in the economy. Redefining the role Aid effectiveness. Aid flows constitute less than a
of the state has received somewhat less attention. The third of one percent of the combined GDP of indus-
state will continue to play a key role in efficiently trial countries, and they have been falling in real
delivering public services to support private sector terms. Both the decline in aid flows and the percep-
development and poverty reduction. Research will tion that aid is not well used make maximizing its
analyze the regulatory role of the state, particularly in development impact a pressing question for research.
countries with weak institutional capacity. The pub- Several aspects of aid's impact are being investi-
lic sector will continue to raise public revenues and gated. First is the impact on budgets--do sectorally
allocate them for public purposes. Analysis will be targeted aid expenditures actually flow to the in-
carried out of the institutional mechanisms that re- tended sectors? Second are the links among aid,
sult in better allocation of public funds. savings, and investment-does aid expand invest-

Managing global integration. Countries that are well ment and promote growth? Third is the performance
integrated in the global economy can reap the ben- of aid projects-how docountry conditions influence
efits of increasing trade, capital, and technical know- the performance of aid-financed projects? Fourth are
how. But this integration brings with it new risks and the links between beneficiary participation and aid
volatility that countries must manage. Effective poli- effectiveness-in what circumstances and sectors is
cies that do not disrupt globalization will have to be increased participation effective in raising the ben-
identified, and a major study on the management of efits that individuals, particularly the poor, receive
private capital flows is under way. Implementation from aid?
of the Uruguay Round will be monitored, and the Some emerging problems in development involve
implications of regional trading arrangements and issues that we have reasonably good analytic tools to
theirconsequencesformultilateralarrangementswill handle. Others raise issues for which we have little
be studied. The interactions between industrial and analytic cpacity. Bank research tries to anticipate the
developing countries produce benefits for both, and second group of problems and to devote resources to
these two-way linkages will be quantified-with developing new approaches and tools.
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Appendix table 1 Bank research in relation to other Bank analytical work and the administrative budget, fiscal 1990-95

Fiscal 1990 Fiscal 1991 Fiscal 1992 Fisal 1993 Fisad 1994 Fiscal 1995
Millrons of Percentage Millions of Percentage Millions of Percentage Millions of Percentage Millions of Percentage Millions of PercentageItem dollars of total dollars of total dollars of total dollars of total dollars of total dollars of total

Research 26.1 20.8 32.3 22.0 36.1 20.7 33.8 17.6 28.9 14.1 26.1 14.3Economic and sector work 71.9 57.4 81.8 55.7 102.6 58.8 126.8 66.1 128.7 62.8 109.9 60.1

Policy work 27.2 21.7 32.7 22.3 35.9 20.6 31.2 26.3 47-3 23.1 46.9 25.6Total analytical work 125.2 100.0 146.8 100.0 174.6 100.0 191.8 100.0 204.9 100.0 182.9 100.0

Memo items:
Research as a percentage of 4.6 5.3 5.2 4-3 3.3 2.9CVP and Operations

budget - PBD

Sourer: Planning and Budgeting Department Re, rts D-1, D-5.2, and 'Use of Resource-Staffyears and Dollar Costs.'
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Appendix table 2A Bank resources devoted to research, by department, fiscal 1994

Research Support Budget (RSB)-funded projects Departmental studies Total Bank-funded research costs

Staff cost Staf cost Total staff cost RSB and total staff cost

RSB Share of Share of Share of

expenditure RSB Time Cost Total cost Time Cost department cost Time Cost Cost total

Department (5,000) (percent) (years) ($,000) ($,000) (years) ($,000) (percent) (years) ($,000) ($,000) (percent)

Development Economics 3,068.1 53 40.5 7,948.3 11,016.4 55.8 10,%7.0 81.2 96.3 18,915.3 21,983.4 77.5

International Economics 305.4 5 3.6 714.9 1,020.2 16.8 3,307.4 24.5 20.5 4,022.3 4,327.6 15.3

Policy Research 1,921.4 34 34.0 6,673.7 8,595.1 36.0 7,078.3 52.4 70.0 13,751.9 15,673.4 55.3

Research Advisory Staff 708.5 12 2.1 402.6 1,111.1 1.9 381.0 2.8 4.0 783.6 1,492.1 5.3

World Development Report 25.6 0 0.0 25.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.6 0.1

Economic Development Institute 107.2 2 0.3 49 1 49.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 49.1 49.1 0.2

Development Economics Vice Presidency 0.6 108.0 108.0 1.0 200.3 1.5 1.6 308.3 308.3 1.1

Thematic Vice Presidencies 956.0 16 5.4 1,068.4 2,024.4 7.6 1,486.7 11.0 13.0 2,555.2 3,511.2 12.4

Environmentally Sustainable Development
Agriculture and Natural Resources 272.7 5 0.6 119.8 392.5 1.5 302.5 2.2 2.2 422.3 695.0 2,5

Environment 45.9 1 0.0 0.0 45.9 0.1 19.6 0.1 0.1 19.6 65.5 0.2

Transportation, Water, and Urban 161.7 3 1.7 333.9 495.6 1.9 381.0 2.8 3.6 714.9 876.6 3.1

Development
ESDVP 10.0 0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0

Finance and Private Sector Development
Private Sector Development 273.1 4 0.5 98.2 3713 0.9 176.8 1.3 1.4 275.0 548.1 1.9

Financial Sector Development 54.3 1 0.0 3.9 58.2 1.1 216.0 1.6 1.1 220.0 274.3 1.0

Industry and Energy 0.2 33.4 33.4 1.7 341.7 2.5 1.9 375.1 375.1 1.3

Human Resource Development
Education and Social Policy 96.9 2 2.4 479.2 576.2 0.1 27.5 0.2 2.6 506.7 603.7 2.1

Population, Health, and Nutrition 30.1 0 0.0 0.0 30.1 0.1 21.6 0.2 0.1 21.6 51.7 0.2

HROVP 11.3 0 0.0 11.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.3 0.0

Regional Vice Presidencies 1,631.5 28 0.0 0.0 1,631.5 0.6 140.2 1.0 0.6 140.2 1,771.8 6.2

Africa 617.2 11 0.0 0.0 617.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 617.2 2.2

East Asia and Pacific 365.6 6 0.0 365.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 365.6 1.3

South Asia 100.4 2 0.0 100.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.4 04

Europe and Central Asia 124.1 2 0.0 0.0 124.1 0.5 113.9 0.8 0.5 113.9 238.0 0.8

Middle East and North Africa 187.9 3 0.0 0.0 187.9 0.1 26.3 0.2 0.1 26.3 214.2 0.8

Latin America and the Caribbean 236.3 4 0.0 0.0 236.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 236.3 0.8

Others 176.9 3 0.0 0.0 176.9 4.6 907.4 6.7 4.6 907.4 1,084.2 3.8

Total 5,832.5 100 45.9 9,016.7 14,849.3 68.7 13,501.3 100.0 114.6 22,518.0 28,350.6 100.0

Note: Table includes operations stafftime. Visiting research fellows are allocated to managing department.

Source: Planning and Budgeting Department; Environmentally Sustainable Development, Shared Information and Technology Unit; and Research Advisory Staff.
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Appendix table 2B Bank resources devoted to research, by department, fiscal 1995

Research Support Budget (RSB)-funded protects Departmental studies Total Bank-funded research costs

Staff cost Staff cost Total staff cost RSB and total staff
cost

Share of
RS8 Share of Cost department Share of
cxpenditure RSB Time Cost Total Time (S,000) cost Time Cost Cost total

Department ($,000) (percent) (years) ($,000) cost (years) (percent) (years) ($,000) ($,000) (percent)
($,000)

Development Economics 3,385.0 58.3 32.4 7,207.6 10,592.6 48.8 10,866.0 65.3 81.1 18,073.5 21,458.5 71.6
International Economics 842.5 14.5 4.8 1,073.9 1,916.4 16.1 3,578.2 21.5 20.9 4,652.1 5,494.6 18.3
Policy Research 1,562.3 26.9 24.9 5,556.6 7,118.9 24.0 5,353.9 32.2 49.0 10,910.5 12,472.8 41.6
Research Advisory Staff 777.1 13.4 2.4 539.2 1,316.3 1.8 401.0 2.4 4.2 940.2 1,717.3 5.7
World Development Report 86.2 1.5 0.2 37.9 124.1 5.2 1,147.4 6.9 5.3 1,185.3 1,271.5 4.2
Economic Development Institute 116.9 2.0 0.0 0.0 116.9 0.3 75.8 0.5 0.3 75.8 192.7 0.6

Thematic Vice Presidencies 972.4 16.7 0.9 200.5 1,172.9 9.1 2,018.6 12.1 10.0 2,219.1 3,191.5 10.6
Environmentally Sustainable Development 570.5 9.8 0.4 86.9 657.4 4.6 1,029.3 6.2 5.0 1,116.2 1,686.7 5.6
Agriculture and Natural Resources 337.2 5.8 0.1 20.1 357.3 0.6 129.2 0.8 0.7 149.3 486.5 1.6
Environment 45.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 45.1 0.1 11.1 0.1 0.1 11.1 56.2 0.2
Transportation, Water, and Urban 188.2 3.2 0.3 66.8 255.0 4.0 889.0 5.3 4.3 955.8 1,144.0 3.8

Development
Finance and Private Sector Development 179.0 3.1 0.0 4.5 183.5 3.4 764.2 4.6 3.5 768.7 947.7 3.2
Private Sector Development 116.7 2.0 0.0 4.5 121.2 1.3 298.6 1.8 1.4 303.0 419.7 1.4
Financial Sector Development 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 278.5 1.7 1.3 278.5 278.5 0.9
Industry and Energy 62-3 1.1 0.0 0.0 62.3 0.8 187.2 1.1 0.8 187.2 249.5 0.8
Human Capital Development and 222.9 3.8 0.5 109.2 332.1 1.0 225.0 1.4 1.5 334.2 557.1 1.9
Operations Policy

Poverty and Social Policy 130.2 2.2 0.5 109.2 239.4 1.0 225.0 1.4 1.5 334.2 464.4 1.5
Human Development 89.8 1.5 0.0 89.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 89.8 0.3
Operations Policy 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Regional Vice Presidencies 1,373.9 23.7 0.6 131.8 1,505.7 12.9 2,937.7 17.7 13.5 3,069.5 4,443.4 14.8
Africa 294.3 5.1 0.2 52.3 346.6 1.8 402.1 2.4 2.0 454.4 748.7 2.5
East Asia and Pacific 206.1 3.5 0.0 0.0 206.1 0.7 150.0 0.9 0.7 150.0 356.1 1.2
South Asia 169.7 2.9 0.0 0.0 169.7 0.3 68.2 0.4 0.3 68.2 237.9 0.8
Europe and Central Asia 233.5 4.0 0.1 11.4 244.9 6.1 1,385.9 8.3 6.2 1,397.3 1,630.8 5.4
Middle East and North Africa 209.2 3.6 0.1 18.2 227.4 1.4 311.3 1.9 1.5 329.4 538.6 1.8
Latin America and the Caribbean 261.1 4.5 0.2 50.0 311.1 2.7 620.3 3.7 3.0 670.2 931.3 3.1

Others 75.8 1.3 0.0 0.0 75.8 3.6 811.0 4.9 3.6 811.0 886.8 3.0

Total 5,807.1 100.0 33.8 7,539.9 13,347.0 74.4 16,633.2 100.0 108.2 24,173.1 29,980.2 1000

Note: Table includes operations stafftime. Visiting research fellows are allocated to managing department.
Source: Planning and Budgeting Department; Environmentally Sustainable Development, Shared Information and Technology Unit, and Research Advisory Staff.
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Appendix table 3A Bank resources devoted to research, by program objective, fiscal 1994

Research Support Budget (RSB-funded projects Departmental studies Total Bank-fum.e research costs

Staff cost Staff cost Total staff cost RSB and total staf cost
Share of

RSB depart- Share of

Program objective category expenditure rime Cost Total cost Time Cost ment cost Time Cost Cost total

(M,000) (years) ($,000) (S,000) (years) ($,000) (percent) (years) (,000) ($,000) (percent)

Poverty reduction and human resource 1,933.2 11.8 2,307.7 4,240.9 10.1 1,981.8 14.7 21.8 4,289.5 6,222.7 21.9

development
Women in development 120.5 2.3 443.9 564.4 0.1 9.8 0.1 2.3 453.7 574.2 2.0

Private sector development 1,167.0 12.8 2,519.8 3,686.8 11.1 2,180.4 16.1 23.9 4,700.2 5,867.2 20.7

Environmentally sustainable development 702.1 3.0 587.2 1,289.3 9.8 1,918.9 14.2 12.8 2,506.2 3,208.3 11.3

Economic management 1,220.9 16.1 3,158.1 4,379.0 31.5 6,191.3 45.9 47.6 9,349.4 10,570.3 37.3

Capacity-building grants 688.9 0.0 0.0 688.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 688.9 2.4

Others 6.2 1,219.0 9.0 6.2 1,219.0 1,219.0 4.3

Total 5,832.5 45.9 9,016.6 14,849.2 68.7 13,501.3 100.0 114.6 22,518.0 28,350.6 100.0

Note: Table includes Operations stafftime. Visiting research fellows are distributed among respective subject categories. The Research Advisory Staff's expenditure is distributed in proportion to

the expenditure of each category.
Source: Planning and Budgeting Department and Research Advisory Staff
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Appendix table 3B Bank resources devoted to research, by program objective, fiscal 1995

Research Support Budget (RSB)funded project Departmental studies Total Bank-funded research costs
Staff cost Staff cost Total staff cost RSB and total staff cost

Share of
department Share of

RSB cxpenditure Time Cost Total cost Time Cost cost Time Cost Cost total
Program objective category ($'000) (years) ($,000) ($,000) (years) (5,000) (percent) (years) (S,000) (S,000) (percent)
Poverty reduction 1,406.9 7.8 1,740.7 3,147.6 18.9 4,224.8 25.4 26.7 5,%5.5 7,372.4 24.6
Gender analysis 78.0 0.4 80.2 158.2 0.4 82.7 0.5 0.7 162.9 240.9 0.8
Private sector development 755.3 7.6 1,702.8 2,458.1 7.4 1,647.5 9.9 15.0 3,350.2 4,105.6 13.7
Environmentally sustainable 685.4 6.7 1,497.7 2,183.1 6.1 1,361.3 8.2 12.8 2,859.0 3,544.5 11.8

development
Economic management 2,217.4 11.3 2,509.6 4,727.0 29.4 6,574.2 39.5 40.7 9,083.7 11,301.1 37.7
Capacity building grants 664.1 0.0 8.9 673.0 0.1 11.2 0.1 0.1 20.1 684.2 2.3
Others 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.2 2,731.6 16.4 12.2 2,731.6 2,731.6 9.1

Total 5,807.1 33.8 7,539.9 13,347.0 74.4 16,633.2 100.0 108.2 24,173.1 29,980.2 100.0

Note: Table includes Operations staff time. Visiting research fellows are distributed among respective subject categories. The Research Advisory Staff's expenditure is distributed in proportion
to the expenditure of each category.

Source: Planning and Budgeting Department and Research Advisory Staff.
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Appendix table 4 External funding for Bank research, by program objective category, fiscal 1994-95

Fisat 1994 Fisal 1995
Staff cost Staff cost Peroent

Progmm objectim category ($,000) Percent of total ($,000) of total

Poverty reduction and human resource 1,150.0 24.6 682.9 25.8
development

Women in development 116.4 2.5 1.9 0.1
Private sector development 820.6 17.6 147.0 5.6
Environmentally sustainable development 1,614.5 34.6 1,220.4 46.2
Economic management 854.1 18.3 588.1 22.3

110.5 2.4 1.9 0.1
Others

Total 4,666.0 100.0 2,642.4 100.0

Note: Figures derived from Environmentally Sustainable Development Shared Information and Technology Reporting Unit and departmental
reporting.
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Appendix table 5 External funding for Bank research, by management unit, fiscal 1994-95

Fiscal 1994 Fiscal 1995
Staff cost Staff cost

DepartmentAegion (S,000) Percent ($,000) Percent

Development Economics 1,304.1 27.9 851.1 32.2
International Economics 257.3 5.5 258.4 9.8
Policy Research 1,046.8 22.4 592.6 22.4

Thematic Vice Presidencies 3,219.5 69.0 1,695.9 64.2
Environmentally Sustainable Development 1,477.6 55.9

Agriculture and Natural Resources 436.0 9.3 274.0 10.4
Environment 856.8 18.4 700.0 26.5
Transportation, Water, and Urban Development 1,095.9 23.5 503.5 19.1

Finance and Private Sector Development 218.3 8.3
Private Sector Development 536.2 11.5 211.7 8.0
Financial Sector Development 37.3 0.8 0.0 0.0
Industry and Energy 153.2 3.3 6.7 0.3

Human Capital Development and Operations Policy 0.0 0.0
Education and Social Policy (Poverty and Social Policy) 104.1 2.2 0.0 0.0
Population, Health, and Nutrition (Human Development) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Regional Vice Presidencies 95.4 3.6
Africa 95.4 3.6
East Asia and Pacific 0.0 0.0
South Asia 0.0 0.0
Europe and Central Asia 0.0 0.0
Middle East and North Africa 0.0 0.0
Latin America and the Caribbean 0.0 0.0

Others 142.4 3.7 0.0 0.0

Total 4,666.0 100.0 2,642.4 100.0

Note: Figures derived from departmental reporting.
Source: Planning and Budgeting Department; Environmentally Sustainable Development, Shared Information and Technology Unit;

and Research Advisory Staff.
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Appendix table 6 Research Support Budget-funded new research projects, by project size,
fiscal 1989-95

Size of proposal
$0$10,_000 $100,0010300001 1$300,001 and over Total

Fiscal 1990
Number of projects 38 8 4 50
Cost (S,000) 1,6435 1,329.2 1,918.6 4,891.3

Fiscal 1991
Number of projects 50 12 3 43
Costs (S,000) 1,524.7 1,864.7 1,200.0 4,351.1

Fiscal 1992
Number of projects 61 12 1 74
Cost ($,000) 1,794.7 2,0513 4093 4,255.3

Fiscal 1993
Number of projects 90 4 2 96
Cost (S,000) 2,6625 730.0 1,0555 4,448.0

Fiscal 1994
Number of projects 75 9 1 85
Cost ($,000) 2,467.7 1,5065 481.4 4,4555

Fiscal 1995
Number of projects 80 7 4 91
Cost ($,000) 2,695.6 175..1 ,684. 5,634.0

Sourcr- Research Advisory Staff data.
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Appendix table 7 The World Bank Visiting Research Fellows Program, fiscal 1994-95

Name/nationality Affiliation Nominating division/department Duration
-research area

Yoshiyasu Ono Osaka University, Japan PRDTM-Theoretical industrial organization, May 10-August 31,
(Japanese) international trade and finance, macro 1993

dynamics
Jean-Philipe Platteau Facultes Notre-Dame AGRAP--Credit and insurance village May 15-June 30, 1993
(Belgian) de la Paix, Belgium mechanisms
Jorge Quiroz ILADES/Georgetown LACCE-Analysis of current price May 15-September 15,
(Chilean) University, Santiago, Chile stabilization and neutralizing the volatility 1993

arising from international markets
Ricardo Paes de Barros IPEA, Brazil PRDDR-Inequality, poverty, and social June 15-August 15,
(Brazilian) spending in Brazil 1993
Zvi Lerman Hebrew University, Israel AGRAP-Land reform and farm July 1-December 31,
(Israeli) restructuring in the post-collectivist 1993

agricultural transition
Luis A. Sanchez B Ministry of Finance, Colombia PRDDR-Dynamics of public and private July 26,1993-January
(Colombian) sectors interactions: Selected issues 25 1994
Mahmud Wahiduddin Dhaka University, Bangladesh SAICO-Agricultural growth strategy September 7-December
(Bangladeshi) A macroeconomic perspective 6, 1993
Leszek Balcerowicz University of Warsaw PSD-The financial sector in the transition September 21, 1993-
(Polish) Poland and restructuring of socialist economies February 18, 1994
Michael M. Horowitz State University of New York, AGRNR-The management of dam- January 8-June 8,1994
(American) Binghampton controlled tropical river basins for

environmental sustainability, agricultural
productivity, and poverty alleviation

Moshe Syrquin Bar Ilan University, Israel IECAP-International linkages and the March 21-September
(Mexican) development process, with special emphasis 21,1994

on long-term growth
Arup Banerji Williams College, Williamstown, WDR95-Aspects of urban labor market in June 9, 1994-January 6,
(Indian) Massachusetts developing countries 1995
Charles Hulten University of Maryland, TWU-Measuring the marginal product of June 13, 1994-
(American) College Park infrastructure capital January 12,1995
Jisoon Lee Seoul National University, EAPVP-Trade, investment policies, and October 3, 1994-
(Korean) Republic of Korea economic growth Lessons from East Asia August 2,1995
Raghav Das Gaiha University of Delhi, SASVP-Local institutions, public policy, and October 5,1994-
(Indian) India poverty reduction in Asia April 5, 1995
Marek P. Dabrowski Center for Social and Economic EC2DR-Strategies of transition to a market October 10, 1994-

(Polish) Research, Poland economy May 10, 1995
Lee Schipper University of California, IEN-Energy efficiency and the relative roles October 16,1994-
(American) Berkeley of price and nonprice interventions March 3,1995
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Appendix table 8A Research Support Budget-funded research in fiscal 1994, by program objectives

Project Total Fiscal 1994 Closing
Progra ob.c ..t.e..me. Tp a.. D .f ep...f.n...nf ..p n......ate.

Poverty refuction and human resource development (50 projects) 4,853.8 1,658.0

The economic impact of fatal adult illness from AIDS 67571 R PRDPH 591.4 2.8 31-Mar-94

Household investment in human capital and utilization 67644 R PRDPH 500.0 187.0 30-Jun-94
Credit programs for the poor: Household and intrahousehold impacts 67659 R PHRWD 240.0 27.1 31-Dec-95
Improving school effectiveness and efficiency in developing countries 67687 R PHREE 147.2 10.0 31-Dec-93
Evaluation of social sector investments 67690 R LA2HR 175.0 44-2 31-Dec-94
Impact of market-oriented policy reforms on households in rural China 67716 R PRDPH 92.0 244 30-Jun-95
Labor market dynamics during the transition of a socialist economy 67720 R PRDTM 1560 28.9 31-Mar-94
The labor market in transitional socialist economies 67730 R EDIEM 290.0 107.2 30-Apr-94
The dynamic interrelationship between nutrition, morbidity, and labor 67752 R PRDPH 38.5 5.0 31-Jul-93
Visiting research fellow - J. Quiroz 67760 V LATAD 45.3 25.5 15-Oct-93
Labor markets and employment issues: Kenya and C6te d'Ivoire 67773 R AFRCE 38.5 26.8 31-Dec-93
Poverty in India, 1950-9 67782 R PRDPH 155.0 58.6 30-Jun-95
Public-private interactions in the health sector 67795 R MN2PH 30.0 0.0 31-Dec-93
Private interhousehold transfers in Poland, 1986-91 67796 R PRDPH 40.0 20.0 28-Feb-94
The costs and outputs of Turkish higher education 67805 R EMTHR 19.0 19.1 30-Jun-94
Training, technological capability, and firm-level productivity 67811 R PSDPR 38.8 28.9 31-Mar-94
Innovative self-targeting techniques: Do they improve incidence? 67814 R MNIAG 39.7 6.9 30-Jun-94
Visiting research fellow - Yoshiyasu Ono 67817 V PRDTM 31.5 10.8 15-Aug-93
Visiting research fellow - Richardo Paes de Barros 67818 V PRDDR 24.4 13.7 31-Jul-93
LSMS product development 67820 P PRDPH 15.0 12.6 30-Nov-93
Revision of the LSMS household-based agricultural activities survey 67821 R PRDPH 26.7 21.0 28-Feb-94
Rural poverty and agriculture in Mexico 67823 R PRDTP 39.5 33.2 31-Dec-93
Secondary education in the newly industrializing countries of Asia 67827 R ESP 40.0 34.2 30-Jun-94
Welfare and institutions in Asia 67828 R EA2DR 39.0 0.0 30-Jun-95
Measuring the impact of user fee increases: The second round 67830 R EA3PH 305.5 305.6 31-May-94
World Bank and UNDP strategies for reducing poverty comparisons 67836 R SA3DR 14.0 13.6 30-Jun-94
Enterprise training strategies and productivity- Cross-national study 67839 R PSDPR 195.2 143.4 31-Mar-95
Impact of labor market policies, institutions on economic performance 67846 R PRDTP 150.0 120.2 31-Dec-94
Poverty reduction and participation of the poor in South Asia 67855 D SASVP 39.5 39.2 31-Dec-93
Public policies, private sector response, and their effect on education 67860 R ESPDR 40.0 20.6 30-Jun-95
Labor markets and social policy 67867 D EC1HR 6.0 6.0 30-Jun-94
Survey of health and education indicators and facilities in Morocco 67868 R PRDPH 36.0 368 30-Jun-94
Dynamics of poverty why some people escape poverty and others do not 67870 R TWURD 14.0 9.6 31-Oct-94
Labor market adjustment in Estonia 67877 P PRDTE 15.0 15.1 30-Jun-94
The dynamics of poverty in rural China 67879 R PRDPH 208.0 24.9 30-Sep-96
Indigenous people and poverty in Latin America 67882 D HROVP 15.2 11.3 30-Sep-94
Analyzing poverty and policy reform - The experience of C6te dIvoire 67892 D TWURD 21.9 1.0 30-Jun-95
Putting inputs to work in primary schools: Four experiments 67901 R ESP 37.0 5.0 28-Feb-95
International migration, trade policy, and capital flows 67905 R IECIT 39.0 19.6 31-Oct-94
AIDS in Africa 67906 R RAD 35.5 75 15-Feb-95
Visiting research fellow - Arup Banerji 67913 V WDR 46.2 40 31-Dec-94
The impact of early childhood nutrition on educational outcomes 67915 R PRDPH 39.0 27.0 30-Jun-95
Changing labor market conditions and income distribution in Brazil 67916 R LACCE 38.4 00 31-Dec-94
Impact evaluation of decentralization 67918 R PRDPH 481.4 35.6 30-Jun-97
Dynamic implications of return migration on labor markets 67921 R PRDPH 38.9 15.5 31-Mar-95
Vocational training incentives and foreign direct investment 67925 R FIAS 40.0 26.8 30-Nov-94
National and international wage differentials: Effects of trade growth 67926 R WDR 39-5 21.6 31-Mar-95
Visiting research fellow - Raghav das Gaiha 67928 V SASVP 59-3 0.0 28-Feb-95
The labor market in transitional socialist economies 67933 D EDIEM 39.0 0.0 30-Jun-95
Population in Asia 67934 D ESP 8.0 0.0 28-Feb-95

Women in development (5 projects)
282.8 103.3

Economic and policy determinants of fertility 67691 R PRDPH 150.0 9.9 30-Dec-93
Female labor market participation and child welfare in Africa 67812 R PRDPH 24.0 14.0 30-Sep-93
Effects of fertility and infant and child mortality 67845 R PHN 35.0 30.1 31-Dec-93
Women in the labor market in the Russian Federation 67871 R EC3HR 36.3 34.3 30-Jun-94
Child welfare and female labor market participation in Africa 67922 R PRDPH 37.5 15.0 31-Mar-95



Appendix table 8A Research Support Budget-funded research in fiscal 1994, by program objectives

Project Total Fiscal 1994 Closing
Pi'rW"o1 cw/f nuber Tyea ue fzrg penseat

Private sector development (30 projects)
2,318.7 1,000.8

Infrastructure bottlenecks, pnvate provisions, and productivity 67671 R INURD 370.0 126.4 31-Dec-94
Enterprise behavior and economic reforms: A comparative study 67699 R PRDTM 445.3 136.3 30-Jun-94
Financial integration and development in Sub-Saharan Africa 67774 R AFTPS 148.8 44.3 31-Dec-94
Market structure and market outcomes: The Mexican stock exchange 67797 R CEIED 34.1 18.1 30-Jun-94
Equity-portfolio flows to developing countries 67801 R IECDI 80.0 41.0 30-Sep-93
Tourism in small island economies 67803 P LA3C2 15.0 4.6 31-Aug-93
Reforms and productivity in Chinese enterprise, phase II 67824 R PRDTM 40.0 17.5 30-Jun-95
Enterprise transformation in Poland 67825 R CEIED 25.0 24.9 30-Apr-94
Technology spillovers, agglomeration, and foreign direct investment 67829 R PRDTP 25.0 10.5 31-Dec-93
Agricultural marketing in the former Soviet Union 67831 R ECAVP 22.5 22.5 31-Dec-93
Stock market development and financial intermediary growth 67837 R PRDFP 91.0 79.8 30-Jun-94
Informal sector in Africa 67838 P AF6CO 13.0 13.0 31-Dec-93
The Russian enterprise in transition 67840 R PRDTTM 38.8 22.9 30-Jun-94
Corporate governance in Central Europe 67842 R PRDTM 236.0 189.4 30-Apr-95
The welfare consequences of divestiture in Bangladesh 67847 P PRDFP 15.0 14.6 31-Dec-93
External financing in emerging markets: Analysis of market response 67849 R IECDI 15.0 15.0 31-Oct-93
Visiting research fellow - S. Vasiliev 67850 R ECAVP 50.5 0.0 15-Mar-94
Optimal bankruptcy policies 67851 R PSDPR 25.0 25.1 31-Dec-94
Private sector firms in St. Petersburg: Follow-up study 67856 R PRDTM 15.0 15.1 31-Dec-93
Mandatory pensions: Funding, privatization, and macroeconomic policy 67863 R PRDPH 30.0 29.9 30-Jun-94
Assessment of impact of service contracting on infrastructure 67864 R LAIIN 39.9 30.8 30-Sep-94
Bankruptcy law and enterprise restructuring in Hungary 67875 R PRDTE 39.4 15.0 30-Apr-95
Household welfare during Viet Nam's transition to a market economy 67883 R PRDPH 100.0 49.5 31-Mar-95
Visiting research fellow - C. Hulten 67884 V TWUDR 129.5 8.6 31-Dec-94
Market access restrictions and price behavior 67899 R CEIED 11.4 0.0 30-Jun-95
Credit markets and savings mobilization in transition economies 67907 R EC4C2 32.6 22.6 31-Dec-94
Microfoundations of successful export promotion 67920 R IECIT 140.0 23.1 30-Jun-95
Private sector in Lebanon: A survey of small and medium enterprises 67924 R PSD 40.0 0.0 30-Sep-94
Rural informal sector credit in Sierra Leone 67927 R AF4CO 38.9 0.0 30-Jun-95
Visiting research fellow - Marek Dabrowski 67932 V EC2DR 12.0 0.0 31-Mar-95

Envronmentally sustainable development (23 projects) 1,778.8 602.1
Pollution and the choice of economic policy instruments 67648 R PRDPE 419.0 36.9 31-Dec-93
Property nghts, rent dissipation, and environmental degradation 67724 R LATEN 225.0 29.7 31-Dec-93
Management of drought risks in rural areas 67751 R AGRAP 98-3 13.0 31-Dec-93
The economics of clean technology diffusion in developing countries 67779 P PRDEI 14.9 0.0 20-Oct-93
Visiting research fellow - Zvi Lerman 67833 R AGRAP 51.9 525 31-Jan-94
Air pollution and health effects in Santiago, Chile 67848 R PRDPE 39.5 39.8 31-Dec-93
Land use, biodiversity conservation, and development of the Amazon 67852 P LATEN 14.7 15.4 01-Feb-94
Visiting research fellow - W. Mahmud 67857 R SAICI 27.4 27.5 31-Dec-93
Study of land reform and farm restructuring in Russia 67858 R AGRAP 10.0 10.0 30-Jun-94
Population growth and the environment 67859 R PRDEI 37.8 34.6 31-Oct-94
Visiting research fellow - Michael Horowitz 67862 V AGRNR 823 80.2 31-Jul-94
Agricultural development and policy reform 67865 N AGRDR 12.0 7.3 30-Jun-94
Performance measures for infrastructure and environmental resourcas 67872 R ENVDR 69.0 45.9 30-Nov-95
Land tenure insecurity and small farm productivity in Honduras 67874 R AGRAP 260.0 69.6 28-Feb-96
A study of the transition in socialist agriculture in Europe and Asia 67876 P AGRAP 10.0 10.0 30-Jun-94
Political economy of agrarian change 67878 P AGRDR 12.0 11.7 30-Jun-94
Sustainable settlement in the onchoceroiasis control program area 67885 D AF5PH 39.0 38.2 30-Jun-94
Costs and benefits of alternative agricultural policies for Poland 67888 R EC2CO 165 12-5 30-Sep-94
Least-cost considerations in integrated coastal zone management 67995 P LATEN 15.0 12.0 30-Sep-94
Rehabilitation of indigenous species into degraded tropical lands 67898 P AGRNR 15.0 14.6 31-Aug-94
Determinants of agricultural growth: country, crosscountry analysis 67903 R IECIT 150.0 31.2 31-Dec-95
Visiting research fellow - Lee Schipper 67911 V IENDR 61.4 0.0 31-Jan-95
Energy demand in Asian developing economies: Structure and trends 67919 R IECIT 98.1 9.6 31-Dec-95
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Appendix table BA Research Support Budget-funded research in fiscal 1994, by program objectives

Project Total Fiscal 2994 Closing

Economic management (57 projects) 2,494.5 1,046.8
Commodity exports and real income in Africa 67670 R PRDTP 131.6 21.9 31-Dec-93
Center-local fiscal and financial relations 67723 P EA2DR 10.0 0.0 30-Sep-93
Economic consequences of war and peace transitions in Africa 67731 R PRDPE 40.0 5.2 31-Aug-93
An evaluation of the effectiveness of preshipment inspection on trade 67734 R IECIT 143.0 7.2 31-Oct-93
Target zones and real exchange rates in developing countries 67738 R PRDTM 39.0 0.0 31-Dec-93
Explaining rapid growth: Chinese coastal provinces 67750 R IENIN 123.0 19.9 30-Jun-94
External debt and burden sharing 67755 R IECDI 30.0 3.0 31-Aug-93
Strengthening accouintability in public services 67765 R PRDFP 96-0 57.5 15-Apr-94
The African adjustment study 67767 R PRDTM 40.0 0.0 31-Aug-93
Subnational finance in transition economies 67770 R EMTIN 19.0 3.0 31-Dec-94
Abandonment of the fixed exchange rate regime in Latin America 67771 R LA1CO 39.0 4.0 31-Oct-93
Economic shocks and the global environment 67775 R DPG 27.0 0.0 30-Sep-93
Exchange rate commitments and central bank independence 67777 R PRDTM 18.0 5.0 30-Jun-94
Understanding bilateral trade flows in East Asia 67786 R PRDTP 30.0 10.3 30-Sep-93
Spontaneous institutions and sustainable rural development in Africa 67788 R AFTDR 20.0 10.0 30-Sep-93
Seminar on economic reform in developing countries 67790 D RAD 20.0 19.6 30-Jun-94
Informational value of import license auctions: An empirical study 67791 R PRDTP 99.6 77.5 30-Jun-94
Good policy, good luck, or good location? 67792 P AF4DR 15.0 0.0 31-Aug-93
Visiting research fellow - L Balcerowicz 67793 R PSD 54.7 54.3 31-Jan-94
Visiting research fellow - ean-Philippe Platteau 67807 R AGRAP 23.0 3.9 31-Jul-93
The ruble shortage phenomenon in members of the ruble currency zone 67801 R EC4C2 10.0 15.0 31-Oct-93
Foreign direct investments in a macroeconomic framework 67115 R IECDI 37.0 265 28-Feb-94
Antidumping: Follow-up on newly emerging issues 67816 R PRDTP 25.0 18.6 31-Dec-93
Cusiana and the Colombian economy in the 1990s 67819 D PRDTM 37.0 27.8 31-Dec-93
Regionalism and South Asia's trade 67822 R SASVP 38.7 16.1 31-Dec-93
Patterns of growtk Further work on national policy 67826 R PRDTM 40.0 20.2 31-Dec-94
The economic role of the state in nations of the former Soviet Union 67832 R EC4C2 25.0 11.1 31-Oct-93
Visiting research fellow - L Sanchez 67834 R PRDDR 51.4 43.2 31-Dec-93
A critical evaluation of the quality of state intervention in Turkey 67841 R PSDPR 56.5 55.8 31-May-94
The effect of regionalism on trading prospects of LMICs 67843 R IECAP 17.7 133 31-lan-94
The effect of increased North-South trade on employment 67844 R IECAP 17.7 17.2 30-Jun-94
Visiting research fellow - D. Kim 67854 R PRDPE 0.0 0.0 01-Sep-93
Adjustment in oil-importing developing countries 67861 D SA1DR 4.6 4.0 28-Feb-94
Development of sectoral performance indicators of urban transportation 67866 P TWURD 14.0 12.5 30-Jun-94
Changing role of the state: strategies for reforming public enterprise 67869 R PRDFP 137.4 77.6 30-Nov-94
Central America and a liberalized Mexico with and without NAFTA 67873 R LA2C2 40.0 40.1 30-Jun-94
Visiting research fellow -Moshe Syrquin 67880 V IECAP 12.6 12.5 30-Oct-94
Rehabilitating government: Pay, employment in developing economies 67886 D EMTFPM 10.0 10.0 30-jun-94
Commodity markets and the macroeconomy: A persistence profile analysis 67887 R IECIT 16.4 1.6 30-Sep-94
Macroeconomic effects of foreign direct investment 67889 R CEIED 39.9 28.9 30-Sep-94
Latin American conferences on economic growth 67390 D PRDMG 39.3 18.7 31-Dec-94
Economic growth and long-term development 67891 R PRDMG 29.5 4.0 31-Dec-94
The assessment of World Bank lending contracts 67893 P OEDD2 12.0 12.0 30-Sep-94
Fiscal reform in Poland 67896 R RAD 39.9 15.2 31-Oct-94
Dissemination - Adjustment in Africa 67897 D AFREA 201.6 94.8 30-jun-94
The political economy of reform in Latin America 67902 P LACCE 4.0 0.0 30-Jun-94
Conference on implications of Uruguay Round for developing countries 67904 D IECIT 1495 21.0 30-jun-95
Analyzing community participation using institutional sconomica 67906 P TWUWS 14.0 35 30-Nov-94
Topics in international comparisons of incomes and prices 67909 R IECSE 36.0 36.0 31-Dec-94
Factors influencing commodity prices during the 190s and 1990s 67910 R IECIT 8.6 4.9 30-Sep-94
Visiting research fellow - Jisoon Lee 67912 V EAPVP 84.7 0.0 31-May-95
Rent-seeking activities in coffee-exporting countries 67914 P IECIT 26.5 9.0 14-Nov-94
Decentralization in China 67917 R EA2CO 90.0 60.0 31-Aug-95
Uncertainty and the price of oil reserves 67923 R IECIT 365 135 30-Jun-95
Intellectual property rights and Japanese foreign direct investment 67929 R CEIED 10.0 0.0 31-Dec-94
Growth and foreign finance in Africa 67930 R IECDI 34.0 0.0 30-Jun-95
Measuring impact of import liberalization for agricultural inputs 67931 P IECIT 30.0 0.0 31-Dec-94



Appendix table 8A Research Support Budget-funded research in fiscal 1994, by program objectives

Project Total Fiscal 1994 Closing
numberbe, e epatese

Capacity-building grants (6 projects) 1,310.0 688.9
Latin American meetings of the Econometric Society 67828 C LACVP 120.0 30.0 30-Jun-94
Encouraging economic research in the Middle East and North Africa 67333 C MNAVP 150.0 0.0 30-Sep-93
African Economic Research Consortium, phase III 67835 C AFRCE 750.0 400.0 30-Jun-95
Initiative to encourage economic research in the Middle East and 67853 C MNAVP 150.0 148.9 30-Jun-94
International conference on African economic issues 67881 C PRDPE 110.0 110.0 31-Dec-94
Strengthening economic policy analysis and research in the FSU 67894 C EC3DR 30.0 0.0 30-Sep- 9 4

Research administration (6 projects) 3,589.9 666.3
Research review and evaluation 67228 RAD 876.2 6.9
World Bank Economic Review 67357 RAD 553.3 67.0
World Bank Research Observer 67361 RAD 226.0 83.1
World Bank Policy Research Bulletin 67371 RAD 136.2 67.0
Visiting research fellow program 67462 RAD 1,049.5 20.3
Annual Bank Conference on Development Economics 67482 RAD 748.7 342.0

Net adjustment b/
66.2

Total Research Support Budget
177 16,235.4 5,832-5

a. C = capacity building D = research dissemination; N = data collection; P= research preparation; R= research;
and V = visiting research fellow.

b. Aggregate overexpenditures permitted in fiscal 1993 accounts.
Source: Research Advisory Staff.
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Appendix table SB Research Support Budget-funded research, by program objectives, fiscal 1995

Project Type Department Total Fiscal 1995 Closing
Program objectiveltile number a/ responsible funding expenses b/ date

Economic management (75 projects) 4,115.4 1,934.3

Infrastructure bottlenecks, private provisions, and industrial productivity: 67671 R INURD 370.0 19.3 31-Dec-94
A study of Indonesian and Thai cities
Subnational finance in transition economies: Broadening the framework 67770 R EMTIN 19.0 10.0 31-Dec-94
for analysis
Patterns of growth: Further work on national policies and long-run growth 67826 R PRDMG 40.0 19.8 31-Dec-94

Welfare and institutions in Asia 67828 R PRDDR 39.0 12.5 30-Jun-95

The impact of labor market policies and institutions on economic 67846 R PRDPH 150.0 29.9 31-Dec-94
performance
Visiting research fellow - Moshe Syrquin 67880 V IECAP 22.9 103 30-Oct-94

Commodity markets and the macroeconomy: A persistence profile 67887 R IECCP 16.4 14.6 31-Oct-94
Macroeconomic effects of foreign direct investment 67889 R CELED 39.9 11.1 30-Sep-94
Latin American conferences on economic growth 67890 D PRDMG 39.3 20.0 31-Dec-94
Economic growth and long-term development 67891 D PRDMG 29.5 25.5 31-Dec-94
The assessment of World Bank lending contracts 67893 P OEDD2 12.0 0.0 30-Sep-94
Fiscal reform in Poland 67896 R RAD 39.9 18.1 30-jun-95
Putting inputs to work in primary schools: Four experiments in the 67901 R ESP 37.0 32.1 30-Nov-95
Philippines
Determinants of agricultural growth: Country and cross-country analysis 67903 R IECCP 150.0 96.4 31-Dec-95

Conference on the implications of the Uruguay Round for the developing 67904 C IEC 149.5 127.8 30-jun-95
countries
Analyzing community participation using institutional economics 67906 P TWUWS 14.0 9.3 30-Nov-94
Topics m international comparisons of incomes and prices 67909 R IECSE 36.0 0.0 31-Dec-94
Factors influencing commodity prices during the 1980s and 1990s 67910 R IECCP 8.6 3.7 30-5ep-94
Visiting research fellow - Jisoon Lee 67912 V EDIEM %.2 58.1 31-jul-95
Rent-seeking activities in coffee-exporting countries 67914 P IECCP 26.5 16.6 14-Nov-94
Decentralization in China 67917 R EA2CO 90.0 37.6 31-Aug-95
Energy demand in Asian developing economies: Structure, trends, 67919 R IECCP 98.1 50.8 31-Dec-95
impacts, prospects, and strategies
Microfoundations of successful promotion 67920 R IECIT 140.0 116.6 30-Jun-95
Child welfare and female labor market participation in Africa 67922 R PRDPH 37.5 22.5 31-Mar-95
Uncertainty and the price of oil reserves 67923 R IECCP 36.5 23.1 30-Jun-95
Growth and foreign finance in Africa 67930 R IECIF 34.0 35.2 30-Jun-95
Determmants of Japanese foreign direct investment: Policy implications for 67935 R IECIF 32.0 20.9 31-Oct-95
&veloping countres
Increasing wage dispersion and unemployment in developed countries: 67936 R ECIT 37.0 37.0 30-Jun-95
Domestic technological change or LDC growth and trade7
The interaction of politics and economic policy in the period of 67937 R PRDTE 25.0 25.0 30-Jun-95
postsocialist transrormation
Trade creation and trade diversion in Latin America 67938 R LACCE 40.0 40.0 31-Jan-95
Public expenditures in a market context 67941 R PRDPE 36.0 25.5 31-Mar-95
A comparative study of the cocoa subsectors in Asia and Africa 67944 R IECCP 36.1 373 30-Jun-95
Progress in transition Sectoral and institutional dimensions 67945 R PRUTE 40.0 39.9 31-Mar-95
Motorization 67946 R TWUTD 39.8 39.8 31-Mar-95
Rural poverty and agriculture in Mexico 67950 R IECIT 187.4 130.7 30-jun-96
Corporate governance in Central Europe and Russia 67954 D PRDTE 35.0 34.8 28-Feb-95
The contribution of secondary education to economic growth in the newly 67955 D 5.0 43 30-Nov-94
industrializing countries of East Asia
Global interactions, skills, and the international division of labor 67956 R WDR 35.2 35.2 30-Jun-95
Export competitiveness and the real exchange rate 67958 R SAICO 39.0 22.8 31-Dec-95
East Asian deregulation experience 67959 R EA3DR 20.0 18.5 30-jun-95
Taxation and revenue adequacy in trasition Observations and 67960 D ECICO 13.0 13.0 28-Feb-95
implications from Bulgaria
Improving ISMS policy relevance 67961 R PRDPH 499.0 57.5 31-Dec-97
Term inance: Theory and evidence 67962 R PRDFP 97.0 39.7 30-jun-97
Urban transport mdicators 67964 R TWURD 39.9 25.0 31-Dec-95
Country and currency nsk in the Mexican market 67966 R CEIED 15.0 13.0 30-Jun-95
The role of infrastructure investment in economic growth, agricultural 67973 R LATEA 38.0 38.5 30-Jun-95
productivity, and regional convergence in Latin America
Health accounts for China 67974 R PHN 39.4 39.4 30-jun-95
Foreign aid and the composition of public spending 67976 R PRDPE 38.8 25.6 31-Dec-95
An operational model for evaluating preferential trading arrangements 67977 R [ECIT 39.9 34.2 30-Sep-95
Income distribution 67978 R PRDDR 36.0 27.0 31-Oct-95
Accelerating reforms in China's state-owned enterprises 67979 R PRITE 38.5 37.5 30-jun-95
Explaining rapid growth Chinese capital stock data 67980 A CPSPF 6.0 6.0 30-jun-95
Cross-country indicators of institutional uncertainty 67983 P CEIED 6.0 6.0 30-Jun-95
How does schooling of mothers improve child health? Evidence from 67984 R PRDPH 26.0 11.2 30-Sep-95
Morocco
Early childhood development programs 67988 R PHN 39.5 31.0 28-Feb-96
Labor markets, growth, and poverty in Latin America 67989 D LACVP 39.5 39.5 30-Jun-95
Revenue consequences of tariff reform 67990 P IECrT 8.5 8.5 30-Jun-95
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Appendix table SB Research Support Budget-funded research, by program objectives, fiscal 1995

Project Type Department Total Fiscal 1995 Clo.jin
Program objective/tilc number a/ responsible funding expenses b/ Jat

A randonized experement of the impact of basic educational inputs on 67991 A PRDPH 39.9 32.3 30-Sep-95
student achievement in Kenya
Costs and effectiveness of in-service primary teacher education at-a- 67993 R EDI-R 39.6 20.0 31-Dec-95
distance: A comparative study
The publc/pnvate mix and equity in health care 67995 R PHN 39.5 19.4 31-Jan-96
Nutritional status and household welfare among preschool children in 67997 R EC3HR 31.6 20.0 30-Jun-96
Uzbekistan
Visiting research fellow - Laszlo Urban 67999 V EC2DR 46.4 09 31 -Jan-94
Changing location patterns of manufacturing employment in the Greater 68001 R AFIEI 39.0 00 31 -Dec-95
Johannes urg (Witwatersrand) region
Fiscal decentralization and economic growth 68002 R PRDPE 39.0 99 28-Feb-96
Nutrition, health, and labor productivity in Kenya 68003 R PRDPH 40.0 80 30-Sep-9 6
Foreign direct investment spillovers in developing countries 68007 R PSD 39.5 10.5 30-)un-96
Market access bargaining in the Uruguay Round: What did developing 68010 R IECIT 39.0 4.2 31-Dec-95
countries get for the concessions they gave?
Land market imperfections in South Asia 68012 P SAlAN 15.0 6 5 30-Nov-95
Public expenditure and health status in China 68013 R PRDPE 38.4 9.3 31-Oct-95
Analytical perspectives on aid effectiveness in Africa 68018 R PRDMG 33.4 0 0 28-Feb-96
Measuring the potential and actual effects of regional integration with 68021 P IECIT 14.0 80 01-Dec-95
price data from Mercosur
The consequences of large-scale pnvatization in Mongolia 68027 R EA2CO 147.4 0.0 30-Jun-97
Primary health care. A critical evaluation 68029 P LA2HR 14.8 0.0 31-Dec-95
The impact of budgetary institutions on expenditure outcomes 68030 R PRDPE 40.0 0.0 31-Jan-96
Medicinal plant biodiversity management for conservation and sustainable 68031 R AGRTN 20.0 0.0 31 -Dec-95
economic use

Environmentally sustarnable development (26 projects) 1,643.0 597.9
Population growth and the environment 67859 R PRDEI 37.8 3 2 31-Oct-94
Visiting research fellow - Michael Horwitz 67862 V AGRNR 85.7 2.0 31-Jul-94
Performance measures for infrastructure and environmental resources 67872 R ENVDR 69.0 105 30-Nov-95
Land tenure insecurity and small farm productivity in Honduras and 67874 R AGRAF 260.0 137.0 28-Feb-96
Paraguay
Costs and benefits of alternative agncultural policies for Poland 67888 R EC2CO 16.5 4 0 30-Sep-94
Least-cost considerations in integrated coastal zone management of the 67895 P LATEN 15.0 0.0 31-Oct-94
developing countries
Rehabilitation of indigenous species into degraded tropical lands through 67898 P AGRNR 15.0 0.0 31-Aug-94
the catalytic effect of forest plantations
Visiting research fellow - Lee Schipper 67911 V IENDR 62.4 62.3 31-Jan-95
Measuring the impact of import trade liberalization for agricultural inputs 67931 P I 30.0 30.0 31-Dec-94
on techno ogy transfer, productivity, and incomes
Spatial models of environmental processes 67939 P PRDEI 29.0 28.7 31-jan-95
Practical methodologies for measuring biodiversity: Application to 67940 P PRDEI 12.0 12.1 30-)un-95
conservation planning
Management aspects of tropical rain forests of India and Sri Lanka 67947 P ASTEN 15.0 14.9 31-Mar-95
Floodplain forests of the Amazon River 67948 R LATDR 40.0 40.2 30-Jun-95
Waste water treatment in high ground water or tidally flooded areas 67952 R ASTEN 39.8 39.5 30-Jun-95
The potential for exploitation of Jatropha Curcas as biofuels for 67967 P AGRNR 15.0 15.0 30-Jun-95
communities living off degradfed tropical lands
Managing commodity pnce risks in Pakistan 67970 R SA3AG 39.5 266 31-Oct-95
Determinants of agricultural growth: Country case studies 67975 P IECCP 15.0 9.9 30-Jun-95
Pollution control by electric utilities 67994 R PRDEI 39.6 13.2 31-Dec-95
Measuring the health effects of air pollution in developing countries 67996 R PRDEI 39.7 ' 21.0 31-Dec-95
The catalytic effect of tree plantings on the rehabilitation of native forest 68005 R ACRNR 159.0 20.0 30-Jun-96
biodiversiaty on degraded tropical lands: An exploratory analysis
A study on oil product demand in developing countries 68006 R IECCP 38.1 8.0 31-Dec-95
Cost-effectiveness analysis of coral reef management and protection: A 68008 R LA3EU 55.0 45.0 31-Dec-95
least cost model for the developing tropics
Privatization, foreign investment, and the environment: Case studies of 68011 R ENVPE 35.0 25.0 31-Aug-95
large-scale pnvatizations with foreign participation
The economics of industrial pollution control in developing countries 68020 R PRDEI 425.4 29.8 30-Jun-97
Eshmatng oil supply costs: Detecting resource scarcity 68024 R IECCP 39.6 0.0 29-Feb-96
Modern water control and management practices in irrigation 68028 P AGRNR 15.0 0.0 31-Dec-95

Gender analysis (N protect) 69.3 68.0
Credit programs for the poor 67986 D ESP 693 68.0 30-Jun-95

Poverty reduction (36 projects) 3,283.3 1,227.3
Credit programs for the poor: Household and intrahousehold impacts and 67659 R PHRWD 240.0 0.0 31-Dec-94
program sustainability
Evaluation of social sector investments 67690 R LA2HR 175.0 27.1 31-Dec-94
Impact of market-oriented policy reforms on households in rural China 67716 R PRDPH 92.0 22.2 30-Jun-95
Poverty in India, 1950-90 67782 R PRDPH 155.0 54 6 30-Jun-95
Public polies, private sector response, and their effect on education 67860 R ESPOR 40.0 178 30-Jun-95
outcomes
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Appendix table 8B Research Support Budget-funded research, by program objectives, fiscal 1995

Project Type Department Total Fiscal 1995 Closing
Program obfective/ttile number a! responsible funding expenses b/ date

The dynamics of poverty Why some people escape poverty and others 67870 R TWURD 14.0 3.2 31-Mar-95
don't - A panel analysis of C6te d'lvoire, 1985-88
Bankruptcy law and enterprise restructuring in Hungary 67875 R PRDTE 39 4 199 30-Apr-95
The dynamics of poverty in rural China 67879 R PRDPH 208.0 86.0 30-Sep-96
Publication - Indigenous People and Poverty in Latin America 67882 R HROVP 15.2 2.9 30-Sep-94
Household welfare during Viet Nam's transition to a market economy 67883 R PRDPH 100.0 50.1 31-Mar-95
Analyzing poverty and policy reform: The experience of C6te d'lvoire 67892 D ENVSP 21.9 9.6 30-Jun-96
Dissemination - Adjustment in Africa 67897 D AFREA 201.6 7.1 31-Oct-94
International migration, trade policy, and capital flows 67905 R IECIT 39.0 18.4 31-Oct-94
AIDS in Africa 67908 R RAD 35.5 28.0 30-Jun-95
Visiting research fellow - Arup Banerji 67913 V WDR 37.1 33.1 31-Dec-94
The impact of early childhood nutrition on educational outcomes 67915 A PRDPH 39.0 10.0 30-Jun-95
Labor market conditions and income distribution 67916 R LACCE 38.4 21.8 31-Dec-94
Impact evaluation of decentralization 67918 R PRDPH 481.4 91.1 30-Jun-97
Dynamic implications of return migration on labor markets 67921 R PRDPH 38.9 21 4 31-Mar-95
Vocational trairung incentives and foreign direct investment 67925 R FIAS 40.0 8.0 30-Nov-94
National and international wage differentials: Effects of trade growth and 67926 R WDR 39.5 17.9 31-Mar-95
education
Visiting research fellow - Raghave Das Gaiha 67928 V SASVP 59.3 59.3 28-Feb-95
The labor market in transitional socialist economies 67933 D EDIEM 39.0 38.8 30-Jun-95
Adjustment in oil-importing developing countries: A comparative 67934 D ESP 8.0 8.0 28-Feb-95
economic analysis
Housing sector reform and macroeconomic adjustment in transition 67943 R TWURD 39.9 26.4 31-Dec-95
economies
Bank project effectiveness and country policy environment 67949 R PRDPH 35.0 25.0 30-Sep-95
The impact of child health and nutrition on educational outcomes in a 67957 R 268.2 181.0 31-Oct-97
developing country: An analysis of longitudinal data from Cebu, PRDPH
Philippines
Averting the old age crisis 67963 D PRDPH 120.0 92.8 30-Jun-95
Decentralization, fiscal systems, and rural development 67968 R AGRDR 225.0 132.2 30-Jun-96
Labor market adjustment: Estonia 67971 R PRDTE 147.2 18.6 31-Dec-96
The economic impact of fatal adult illness from AIDS and other causes in 67981 D PRDEI 39.9 35.4 30-Jun-95
Sub-Saharan Africa
Fiscal policies and poverty: A decomposition of the Gini index for 67982 R ECIDR 31.5 29.5 30-Jun-95
The economic and policy determinants of fertility in Sub-Saharan Africa 68004 D PRDPH 39.9 27.9 31-Dec-95
Calories and green &old: The.determinants of price efficiency in agri-food 68014 R AGRAP 93.6 1.8 30-Jun-96
markets of the transition economies
Dissemination - Poverty in India 68015 D PRDPH 35.0 0.0 30-Jun-%
International trade and poverty: What are the links? 68022 P IECT 11.0 0.0 31-Dec-95

Private sector development (25 projects) 1,500.0 658.9
Financial integration and development in Sub-Saharan Africal 67774 R AFTPS 148.8 42.4 30-Jun-95
Reforms and productivity in Chinese enterprise phase II 67824 R PRDTM 40.0 7.5 30-Jun-95
Stock market development and financial intermediary growth 67837 R PRDFP 91.0 11.0 31-Dec-94
Enterprise traming strategies and productivity: A cross-national study 67839 R PSDPR 195.2 48.6 31-Mar-95
Corporate governance in Central Europe 67842 R PRDTM 236.0 46.2 30-Apr-95
Optimal bankruptcy policies 67851 R PSDPR 25.0 0.0 31-Dec-94
An econometric assessment of the impact of service contracting on 67864 R LAllN 39.9 9.0 30-Sep-94
infrastructure provision: The case of AGEfls in Africa
The changing role of the state: Strategies for reforming public enterprises 67869 R PRDFP 137.4 59.9 30-Nov-94
Visiting research fellow - Charles Hulten 67884 V TWUDR 61-3 52.7 31-Dec-94
Market access restrictions and price behavior 67899 R CEIED 11.4 11.4 30-Jun-95
Credit markets and savings mobilization in transition economies 67907 R EC4C2 32.6 9.6 31-Dec-94
The private sector in Lebanon: A survey of small and medium enterprises 67924 A PSD 40.0 34.1 30-Sep-94
Rural informal sector credit in Sierra Leone 67927 A AF5CO 38.9 37.2 30-Jun-95
intellectual properLy hts, and German and Japanese foreign direct 67929 R CEIED 10.0 10.0 31-Dec-94
investment and technology transfer
Visiting research fellow - Marek Dabrowski 67932 V EC2DR 69.4 69.4 31-May-95
Russian banking study 67942 R EC3Al 36.0 22.0 30-)un-95
Public sector retrenchment and efficient compensation schemes 67951 R PRDPH 85.0 60.1 31-Dec-95
Stock market development and financial intermediary growth 67953 D PRDFP 40.0 19.9 30-Jun-96
The determination of country-specific options for private sector 67965 P TWUWS 12.5 12.5 30-Jun-95
participation in water supply
Agricultural trade in economies in transition 67969 R AGRAP 32.6 29.3 30-Jun-95
inter-firm strategic alliances in information technology: The case of 67972 R PSD 23.5 23.4 30-Jun-95
developing countries
Political economic challenges to development: The Balkans 67985 P ECIDR 14.0 0.0 30-Jun-95
Financial integration and development in Sub-Saharan Africa: A West 67987 D 7.5 7.5 30-Jun-95
Afrcan conference
Government financial transfers to the largest recipient enterprises: Russia 67998 R EC3C2 36.0 00 31-Dec-95
Economic policy and enterprise restructuring 68017 D EC3C2 36.0 35.0 30-Jun-95
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Appendix table 8B Research Support Budget-funded research, by program objectives, fiscal 1995

Project Type Department Total Fiscal 1995 Closing
Program objective/tille number a/ responsible funding expenses b/ date

Capacity-building (5 projects) 1,650.0 579.3
African economic research consortium, phase III 67835 B AFRCE 750.0 200.0 30-Jun-95
International conference on African economic issues 67881 B PRDPE 110.0 0.0 31-Dec-94
Strengthening economic policy analysis and research in the former Soviet 67894 B ECAVP 30.0 30.1 30-Sep-94
Union
The Economic Research Forum for the Arab Countries, Iran, and Turkey 68009 B MNAVP 350.0 199.2 30-Jun-96
China Center for Economic Research 68023 B EA2DR 410.0 150.0 30-Jun-97

Research administration (6 projects) 731 0
Research review and evaluation 67228 RAD 117.5
World Bank Economic Review 67357 RAD 133.2
World Bank Research Observer 67361 RAD 121.9
World Bank Policy Research Bulletin 67371 RAD 75.2
Visiting Research Fellow Program 67462 RAD 0.1
Annual World Bank Conference on Development Economics 67482 RAD 282.9

Net adjustment b/ 10.5

Total Research Support Budget 12,261.0 5,807.1

a. R = research; P = research preparation; D = research dissemination; B = capacity-building V = visiting research fellow; 0 = active;
and C = closed

b. Projects with no expenses in fiscal 1995 typically started late or closed early in the fiscal year.
Source Research Advisory Staff.
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